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introduction
If you took a turn onto Waterloo Road today, creative placemaking might not be the first thing 
that would spring to your mind. You’d probably notice there’s only a single lane of one-way traffic 
and that the remaining road – and most of the sidewalks are torn up. There are bulldozers and 
piles of gravel and construction workers. What’s so creative about that?

Dig a little deeper and you’ll see a community that more and more every day is thriving, and 
where artists are playing an important role in that success. That construction you’re seeing? It’s 
a $5.5 million overhaul of the streets of the Waterloo Arts District, infrastructure to improve 
the pedestrian experience for visitors and residents alike. It’s an investment that the City of 
Cleveland and the State of Ohio probably wouldn’t have made, were it not for the investment 
artists were already making here.

Look beyond the construction, and you’ll see the Slovenian Workmen’s Home, a 95-year-old 
cultural institution that’s served as a steward of neighborhood heritage since it was first built, 
and still delivers a killer polka dance party. You’ll see Waterloo Arts, which for the past decade 
has been leveraging the arts and educational programs to bring Collinwood residents and 
workers of all backgrounds together and build community. 

Just down the street, is the Beachland Ballroom. When Cindy Barber first bought an old Croatian 
social hall and converted it into this indie rock venue in 2000, people thought she was a little 
crazy. The street was considered a haven for prostitution and drug trade, and it sat 40% vacant. 
But the folks behind the Beachland Ballroom, Waterloo Arts, Music Saves, Blue Arrow Records 
and the dozens of other arts groups and related businesses that followed had a vision. They had 
energy and conviction and were willing to make sacrifices as they went about building something 
special.

Today, Collinwood’s Waterloo Arts District is almost fully occupied.  Artists both local and 
national are flocking in to buy houses that just 5 years ago might have faced the wrecking 
ball. They’re covering the streets in murals, sculptures, sidewalk stencils, and gardens. They’re 
developing after-school programming for neighborhood kids and writing poems to help 
neighborhood seniors tell their story. Where others see ugly, vacant lots or phone booths 
with their works torn out, they see opportunities for a walk-in movie theater or a gallery for 
miniature artworks.

This is the Collinwood that’s under construction today, one part industrial history and one 
part indie arts scene, one part major investment, one part piece-by-piece, house-by-house 
revitalization; all parts citizen-driven, grassroots change. 

Waterloo Road under construction
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This is the place where we’ve had the great fortune of doing 
our work. With an initial award from Leveraging Investments 
in Creativity as part of its Creative Communities program, 
funded by the Kresge Foundation and the Ford Foundation 
in 2011, Community Partnership for Arts and Culture joined 
forces with Northeast Shores Development Corporation, 
and the building of new artist support programs to bolster 
the energy that was already apparent in the amazing 
Collinwood neighborhood began. 

Our programming is just one piece of a much bigger puzzle. 
But it’s programming that’s touched the lives of artists 
seeking to relocate to a community that truly values creative 
people

“I have been thoroughly satisfied with the 
programs I have taken advantage of. My life 
and my family’s lives have all improved greatly 
because of the choice we made … Thank you, 
Artists in Residence.”

And the lives of artists that have long called North 
Collinwood their home

“I am very happy that our neighborhood was 
chosen for these initiatives - it makes me want 
to stay.”
“I feel very lucky to live here, right now.”

It’s had a profound effect on the staff members that 
contributed to its success 

“This has been a fantastic experience. My 
life has been transformed because of this 
opportunity.”
“I know I have a different sensitivity towards 
the neighborhoods in Cleveland than I did. The 
more I can understand what we have and what 
we are trying to change, the better.”

And it speaks to a broader community momentum, far 
beyond the reaches of our programs, to the efforts of 
groups like Waterloo Arts 

“The attendance at the Waterloo Arts Fest was 
the highest I’ve ever seen it. Even for people 
who don’t move here, people are visiting 
more.” 

The Beachland Ballroom and Tavern

Azure Stained Glass Studio

Slovenian Workmen’s Home

Star Pop

Music Saves

Blue Arrow Records
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Perhaps most importantly, it’s the kind of experiment in 
community engagement and community revitalization 
that gets people talking about the broader picture of 
how we build strong artists, strong neighborhoods,  and 
a strong society 

“I think that this program was a great idea. 
There is definitely a need for it in every 
area of our country. We artists and creative 
people come from everywhere and all walks 
of life [but] the world is really not set up for 
us.  Artists have to find a place to survive 
and fulfill their need to explore their gifts 
and give back to the world the talents that 
have been bestowed to them. The world will 
be much richer and happier with us giving 
back to it.”

That’s what this handbook is all about. It’s about CPAC 
and Northeast Shores’ experiences trying to build off of 
the existing magic already exploding across one amazing 
neighborhood, and our advice for how you can leverage 
grassroots energy, like in Collinwood, to support 
revitalization in your own community. It’s about how we 
all can construct the type of community that we can be 
proud of, bulldozers and all.

Native Cleveland

Waterloo Arts

Waterloo 7 Gallery

Rebel City Tattoo Studio

Cleveland Lakefront State Park
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CPAC and Northeast Shores are eternally grateful for all of the extraordinary time, energy and 
resources that made our artist investments in Collinwood possible. Credit starts with great staff 
and board members at both organizations; creative placemaking is at its best when many voices are 
engaged, and the voices of Northeast Shores and CPAC staff and board advanced our work in a 
significant way. Special thanks go to Seth Beattie, whose leadership in program design and execution 
contributed greatly to Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising.

Of course, our work would not have been possible at all, were it not for the belief and support of 
an incredible group of funders.  Artists in Residence happened as the result of the generous support 
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truly thankful for these funders and the many, many placemaking projects (including our own) that 
they make possible. 
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creative placemaking work. Much credit for CPAC and Northeast Shores’ tremendous partnership 
goes to the energy and time of these individuals, including Alenka Banco; Nelson Beckford; Dan Bush; 
Carrie Carpenter; Freddy Collier, Jr.; Brian Friedman; Colleen Gilson; Harriet Gould; Sarah Gyorki; 
Sheryl Hoffman; Chloe Hopson; Lillian Kuri; Marina Marquez; Stephanie McHenry; Marilyn Mosinski; 
John Mullaney; Tracey Nichols; Christine Nelson; Marcia Nolan; Greg Peckham; Angelica Pozo; Judilee 
Reed; Bobbi Reichtell; Mikelann Ward Rensel; James Rokakis; Wendy Sattin; John Schoeniger; Sabra 
Pierce Scott; Michael Taylor; Tony Sias; Gauri Torgalkar; Linda Warren; Bill Whitney; and Walter Wright. 
Thank you for your extraordinarily wise counsel. 

We are also thankful for the strong backing of city, county, state and national officials who’ve been 
supportive of our efforts. We’ve been grateful to have wonderful public leadership supporting our 
work in Collinwood. In particular, Cleveland Councilman Michael Polensek has been a champion of 
Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising, as well as a long-term advocate for the neighborhood 
and for the transformative power of the arts. His leadership has been an irreplaceable asset.
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The real magic of our work has come from the extraordinary artists that we’ve had the fortune 
of working with. Groups like the Slovenian Workmen’s Home, the Beachland Ballroom, Waterloo 
Arts and Cleveland Rocks have been visionaries for our community, so it’s no surprise that they 
were also visionaries in our creative placemaking efforts. We’ve been amazed by and deeply 
appreciative of the dedication of new artist homeowners like Nathan Ehlers, AJ Lightsey and 
Emily Martis. Our hearts have been warmed when Doug Wood’s guitar puts a smile on every 
kid in the room; when Linda Zolten Wood’s painted rain barrels start a dialogue about water 
conservation; when Omid Tavakoli builds a sculpture garden from scratch; when Ivana Medukic 
turns an ugly vacant lot into a family movie night; and when another one of Jerry Schmidt’s 
unique sculptures finds its way into the neighborhood. There are so many ways artists have 
contributed to our lives and our community. We just can’t say thank you enough.

Finally, no list of thanks would be complete without acknowledging the people that make 
Collinwood the special place it is. We promise not to list the 16,761 of you who make your 
home here, or the thousands more who made it your place of business. But without you, our 
work truly couldn’t happen. It’s your determination, your investment and your scrappy, we-can-
do-it spirit that have made this neighborhood one to root for.

With this all-star cast, success was certain.  Artists are in residence and Collinwood is rising. 

Euclid Beach Blast
8 When Artists Break Ground
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about this handbook
Six years ago, CPAC started a conference series called Rust Belt to Artist Belt. The gathering’s 
purpose was a simple one – to build knowledge about how artists can play a role in revitalizing 
industrial cities. 

As we were starting to think about the intersections between artists and community 
development, a lot of the best practices we were reading were coming out of fast-growth, high-
cost cities like Boston and San Francisco. 

The models were great, but they didn’t always match the same challenges and opportunities that 
cities like Cleveland and Detroit and St. Louis face. Our problems weren’t generally about how 
to carve out affordability for people in neighborhoods; much of it was about not having enough 
people to populate neighborhoods in the first place.

CPAC started a conference to learn about what was happening in the industrial Midwest to help 
artists get involved in neighborhoods. Over four years, Rust Belt to Artist Belt brought together 
600 people and celebrated the creative placemaking that was quietly taking our region by storm.

Countless projects like the Penn Avenue Arts Initiative and the Paducah Artist Relocation 
Program were inspirational. We learned how people were taking advantage of Midwest 
affordability to help artists take ownership of their property and how they were working to get 
artists more engaged, repositioning the Rust Belt as a laboratory for creative living. 

In many ways, the CPAC and Northeast Shores partnership grew directly out of those 
conferences.  And in many ways, this handbook is our thanks to the conference participants who 
helped us make Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising better programs. 

In the coming pages, we will share what we’ve learned in our work – 15 themes that have 
influenced our approach to working with artists in a neighborhood development context. We 
share how we’ve approached program planning, management, implementation, marketing and 
research. Some of the topics we’ll cover will seem obvious. In many cases, they seemed obvious 
to us, too, but our experiences drove home how seemingly simple concepts ended up being 
critical to the outcomes of our work. 

A practical approach to Artist-Based Community 
Development

From Rust Belt

to Artist Belt

September 17 & 18. 2009

Cleveland’s Gordon Square Arts District

conference sites include: Capitol Theatre, Cleveland Public Theatre and 78th Street Studios

to Artist Belt II
From Rust Belt 
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You’ll read what staff members at Northeast Shores and CPAC contributed, as well as thoughts 
from the artists served. You’ll read about some great successes and where people think certain 
aspects could improve. We’ve included results from our program research and will share some 
wise advice from some of the leading practitioners in the field. 

Much of what we cover is universal, but in the end, creative placemaking is all about discovering 
the unique in a community. Our programming and research are based on the experiences of 
one relatively small group of people in one neighborhood at one point in time. You may find that 
some components of our work are less applicable to your own efforts than others. If you’re 
working in a high-cost real estate market with low vacancy, our project work might not always 
align with the circumstances you face; if you’re working in an older industrial city, you’ll probably 
recognize a lot of the ground conditions that we experience here in Collinwood. Either way, 
hopefully you’ll find plenty to spark dialogue and form new ideas in your community.

Whatever your placemaking journey has in store, just know that you’ll always have friends at 
CPAC and Northeast Shores.  And, we are happy to commiserate, brainstorm or just share a 
laugh. 
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an overview

Collinwood Photo Project; photo by Troy Schwartz 
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about us
For close to 17 years, CPAC has been working to strengthen, unify and connect greater 
Cleveland’s incredible arts and culture sector. It has led the charge to recognize, celebrate and 
support the cultural groups and artists that have been a driving force in this proud city since its 
earliest days of existence. CPAC’s research and public policy work provides information 
and counsel to give people a better understanding of what arts and culture does for 
our community. CPAC works to bolster the sector’s benefit to the community while 
connecting to civic goals. CPAC supports the arts and culture sector with a range of 
programs and services aimed at helping address issues like marketing, planning and 
business development. The Artists in Residence project is an example of CPAC’s efforts to 
strengthen arts and culture’s leadership in neighborhood revitalization.

For the past 20 years, Northeast Shores has been on the ground in North 
Shore Collinwood carrying out just that kind of sustained revitalization. The organization 
works to make the neighborhood an even better place in which to live, work and visit, 
striving always to preserve the community’s authentic, mixed-income and diverse heritage. 
Through residential and commercial development, homeowner services, rental property 
management, neighborhood planning and community organization, Northeast Shores is 
incrementally building a community where every individual can shape the neighborhood’s 
future and where individual actions make a big difference. Since 2005, this work has 
increasingly involved the deep involvement of artists.  

In 2011, Leveraging Investments in Creativity, The Kresge Foundation and 
The Ford Foundation provided generous support to CPAC to launch Artists in 
Residence – a three-year experiment in how to best improve artists’ 
access to affordable space and their engagement in neighborhood 
revitalization. CPAC had developed a project that would honor best 
practices gleaned from Rust Belt to Artist Belt yet it needed a partner.

CPAC launched a wide-open search for an ally.  Any community 
development group in Cleveland could submit a proposal to be the 
host neighborhood for Artists in Residence.  Applicants were asked to 
make a case for why this kind of creative placemaking work was a good 
fit for their neighborhood. CPAC wanted to know how the arts and 
culture played a role in their existing revitalization strategies. Fourteen 
community development organizations applied, submitting an amazing 
array of ideas about how Artists in Residence could advance their respective communities.  A panel 
of arts and community development professionals had a tough decision – which one of the fourteen 
great potential collaborators would be CPAC’s partner.

Northeast Shores was ultimately recommended.  It was an organization that had a history of helping 
artists purchase spaces, was perceived to be at a “tipping point” and had an appetite for ramping up 
artist residents’ engagement with their neighbors. 

In the time since that decision, both organizations have had an incredible and productive journey. 
We’ve had many successes and made some missteps along the way. We’ve learned and grown 
together as partners. It’s been an adventure, and one we’re grateful to have had. 

This is the story of our work. 

Artists in Residence
Artists helping the neighborhood ... The neighborhood helping artists.
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about the work
Our work focuses on two relatively simple concepts – increase artists’ ability to purchase affordable 
space in Collinwood and their ability to engage directly in the neighborhood’s revitalization. Building 
the support to make that happen, however, is a bit more complicated.

We started with some special programs and services only available to artists. These include Artists in 
Residence Grants, which provided financial support for neighborhood artists to carry out community 
art projects that address priorities like youth engagement and public safety.  Artists in Residence 
Loans, low interest in nature, to help artists tackle the build-out of art space in Collinwood.  Artists 
in Residence has also provided small financial awards through the Cleveland Arsenal program, 
to incentivize everyday people to market Collinwood and Cleveland. In 2012, Northeast Shores 
received additional support from ArtPlace to launch Collinwood Rising. The Collinwood Rising 
Vibrancy Program has provided artists with additional financial support for community art projects 
that help address vacant and underutilized space. 

These program-specific investments were a great start, but as it turns out, Northeast Shores had 
a number of other programs and services that it offered to the general population that were  
incredibly useful for artists. This includes affordable real estate options – $6,500 Houses, where 
artists do the rehab work themselves, or Fully Rehabbed Houses, where Northeast Shores invests an 
average of $125,000 in rehab work and then sells the houses for as little as $70,000. We have helped 
artists find business space, from storefronts to new construction and live/work space to other 
commercial spaces. Sometimes an artist can’t purchase a space right away, or doesn’t want to buy, 
so we also offer rental space location assistance, subsidized short-term rental space, lease-to own 
options, and in a small number of cases, even subsidized long-term rental space.  And when an artist 
is ready to move on, we also offer property sales assistance. 

Once artists acquire their dream space, they are not abandoned. We have helped them with 
additional resources like side yard expansion, storefront renovation and even free rain barrels. Where 
necessary, we have helped artists with foreclosure prevention services. 

In addition to artist grants, we also have worked to provide artists with several other means of 
financial support. Whenever possible, neighborhood artists were hired for services like design 
and printing, providing them with vendor payments. We have offered artists fiscal sponsorship of 
their charitable projects, so they would not have to go through the process of becoming a formal 
nonprofit. We have provided artists with fundraising assistance for their community art projects.  
And when funds allowed, we have periodically provided artists with other art commissions for site-
specific projects. 

Opposite these services, we’ve done a lot to address artist needs beyond their space and financial 
circumstances. We have provided artists with business development assistance to help them create 
viable business plans. We could be a voice of support for artists to address creditor or landlord 
advocacy and government advocacy.  And we could link artists to services provided by our other 
community partners, such as employment referrals and social service referrals. 

We believe this comprehensive set of 28 artist services is just the type of holistic infrastructure 
needed to help artists and neighborhoods to thrive. 
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about the 
neighborhood
Of course we’re partial, but Collinwood really is extraordinary. 

The neighborhood got its start back in 1812 as one of the country’s most prominent vineyard 
communities. By the late 19th century, grapes had been displaced by industry, with the arrival of 
the Collinwood Rail Yards, what would become the biggest rail complex between New York and 
Chicago.

As the yards grew, so did Collinwood.  An explosion of industrial employment led to an equally 
large number of immigrant workers who laid down roots in Collinwood and established the 
neighborhood’s long traditions of cultural diversity and a rich music heritage. Home to polka 
accordionist Frankie Yankovich and many of his bandmates, Collinwood is recognized by many as 
the birthplace of American polka. By 1930, the population had grown to more than 28,000, and 
Waterloo Road had become the bustling main street for thousands of rail workers and their 
families. 

But as American industry began to decline, so too did the neighborhood. This was further 
exacerbated by the construction of the I-90 Interstate, which displaced families whose homes lay 
in the path of the highway, and permanently severed the neighborhood into South Collinwood 
and North Shore Collinwood.1 

Population declined for decades and the Waterloo Road commercial district began to fade. 
It was increasingly recognized as the stomping grounds of mobster Danny Greene.  Artists 
began to trickle into the neighborhood in the mid-1980s, drawn by its affordability, architecture 
and lakefront beauty. In the early 2000s, as Cindy Barber opened the Beachland Ballroom and 
Sarah Gyorki opened Waterloo Arts, the commercial corridor had become synonymous with 
prostitution and drug trade and lay 40% vacant. Only the Slovenian Workmen’s Home remained 
to preserve the cultural legacy of Collinwood.

Collectively, these artists dreamed of a vibrant arts district and a vibrant neighborhood. 
Northeast Shores and CPAC’s work builds on a foundation of grassroots energy that has already 
helped transform the community. Collinwood has lower crime rates, higher median income and 

East 163rd Street in North Shore Collinwood Neighborhood, Cleveland

1  Note: Our work takes place in North Shore Collinwood. For the sake of simplicity, we refer to the neighborhood as 
Collinwood for the remainder of this handbook.
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lower poverty rates than the city as a whole. The Waterloo Arts District is now almost fully 
occupied and, according to data from ArtPlace, is home to 43 independent “indicator businesses,” 
defined as those businesses most likely to be “destinations of choice for cultural, recreational, 
consumption or social activity.” It’s a place that stakeholders prize as affordable and diverse 
with great access to parks and recreation, a place they’re apt to label “creative,” “artistic” and 
“unique.”

That’s not to imply the neighborhood is without problems.  A record loss of 15.5% of its 
population in the 2000s, resulted in Collinwood outpacing Cleveland’s population decline for 
the first time since the 1950s.  And neighborhood stakeholders continue to raise concerns 
about making the neighborhood safer, a better place to raise children and a place with more 
entertainment and shopping options.

Despite these challenges, all the ingredients are there for Collinwood to regain its former glory 
and likely surpass it. It’s been a pleasure to play a small part in what’s becoming an increasingly 
happy ending, and we hope that you’ll be hearing the Collinwood story for a long time to come. 

by the numbers
quick facts about Collinwood
Collinwood is a historically diverse neighborhood but with a 
changing composition:

1990  19,363 Residents
   75.1% Caucasian
   24.0% African American

2010 16,761 Residents
   67.9% African American
   29.3% Caucasian

Decreasing population: A 15.5% decrease in population between 
2000 and 2010, following a 2.6% increase between 1990 and 2000. 
Population loss in the 2000s was an all-time high, topping the 13.3% 
lost in the 1950s opposite I-90  construction.
Higher median income than citywide (2000): $35,149 compared 
to $33,651
Lower than average poverty rates (2000): 17.8% compared to 
26.3%
Lower than average crime rates (2010): Crime rates in Collinwood 
were at their lowest rate in ten years. Crime rates dropped 16.6% 
between 2007 and 2010 (as they dropped 5.7% citywide).  Among 
Cleveland’s 36 neighborhoods, Collinwood has the 10th lowest 
crime rate.

View of Waterloo Road and art by Jerry Schmidt
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planning
Marquee at the LaSalle Theatre on East 185th Street, Cleveland

(from left) Tonya Broach, Northeast Shores; Esther Robinson, ArtHome; Brian Friedman, Northeast Shores; Cindy Barber, Beachland Ballroom and Tavern
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know what makes your 
community strong
then make it even stronger
U.S. Senator Tip O’Neill once said, “All politics is local.” We think the same is true of creative 
placemaking.

Around the globe, artists, development organizations and other creative thinkers are pushing the 
envelope on how to revitalize communities. There’s a lot to be learned from the amazing work 
that’s already been accomplished. Our programs, for instance, benefited from the insights and advice 
that we gathered through the Rust Belt to Artist Belt conference series. Site visits to see great 
placemaking projects in Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Paducah were another source of useful information 
and new concepts. 

But at the end of the day, we have found that local context is the key to this work. Collinwood 
had more than 200 years of history, culture, and voices shaping the community before CPAC and 
Northeast Shores started our collaboration. We knew that if we wanted to build something that 
would address local needs, honor local culture and speak to what makes Collinwood such an 
amazing place, we would need to have a really strong understanding of neighborhood context.

We started that planning effort by sharing what our organizations already knew about Collinwood 
and Cleveland. CPAC had a wealth of research about local artists and their space needs. Northeast 
Shores had an abundance of data about residential and commercial trends. Northeast Shores also 
had a good understanding of community priorities from work with block watches and merchant 
associations.  An existing set of programs and services being 
offered in the neighborhood and metrics of how many people 
were taking advantage of them were also available. 

That knowledge was critical to us as we shaped Artists in 
Residence, as was the knowledge that arts activity was already 
growing in the neighborhood.  As one staff member noted, it 
is really important to have an existing artistic culture before 
launching programs like ours: “Artists that were attracted from 
elsewhere really felt like they wanted validation that artists are 
here. Unless you have a seedling of an arts district, some artist 
stakeholders on the ground, you’re not ready for this type of 
initiative. You can’t just build it and they will come.”

Research revealed that clearly a “seedling” was in place. The 
next step was to engage the broader community for their 
perspective. We met with neighborhood arts groups. We 
launched our Picturing Collinwood survey, which invited residents, 
workers and visitors to share their perceptions of Collinwood. 
We gave 20 neighborhood stakeholders each a disposable 
camera and asked them to photograph what they liked and 
didn’t like about the neighborhood. Those photographs were 
exhibited and stimulated more ideas about the neighborhood 
from attendees.

Collinwood Photo Project exhibition and planning event
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The feedback we received through this work was 
immeasurably useful. We learned that neighborhood 
residents were very supportive of recruiting more 
artists to the neighborhood (84.7% of residents 
who responded to our survey supported this 
effort). We found out that stakeholders highly 
valued the neighborhood’s proximity to Lake Erie, 
its diversity and affordability and its long cultural 
history, from the birth of American polka through 
to the founding of the Beachland Ballroom. In all 
of our subsequent marketing and communication, 
we emphasized this particular set of community 
assets.  And we discovered that stakeholders were 
particularly concerned about public safety, vacancy, 
youth engagement and having more celebration of 
what makes Collinwood unique. When the Artists 
in Residence grants launched, we asked artists to 
propose community art projects that would address 
those four concerns. 

We found this research incredibly important, but we 
also knew that simply engaging in the community 
where we were launching the project would be 
critical. One staff member shares that “sometimes 
looking through the lens of your neighbor or the 
organization down the street might help you engage 
better in the community.” Another shares that “if 
we want to live in great places, we have to be part 
of what makes those places great. That can mean 
launching projects like our Artists in Residence 
grantees, but it also just means showing up to 
neighborhood meetings and meeting your neighbors 
and promoting your local independent businesses.”

Regardless of the method used, we recommend 
spending serious time thinking about the specific 
context of where you are working and how you can 
make sure that “all creative placemaking is local.”  

from the field

center for great 
neighborhoods

In Covington, Kentucky, the Center for Great 
Neighborhoods is helping to weave art into 
neighborhood fabric, and to address community 
concerns, through its large-scale Westside 
Placemaking Initiative. Their advice:

“Before you start any arts-based effort in a 
community, assess its current creative assets. Be 
open-minded as to your definition of artist, and 
don’t assume nothing creative has gone before 
you. Something as small as a wheat-pasted 
picture on a building shows a spark of creativity; 
follow that clue, and then build your efforts from 
there.” 

www.greatneighborhoods.org

Waterloo Arts and Entertainment District project boundaries
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take time with planning
and make sure to plan for success

In June 2011, CPAC called Northeast Shores to share exciting news – a panel of arts and community 
development professionals had just selected the organization to serve as our partner for Artists in 
Residence. 

Three weeks later, we publicly announced the partnership.  At that meeting, we shared that we’d be 
spending the next four months talking with Collinwood community members and setting up systems 
for managing our artist services. 

But within three days, we had already heard from artists looking to purchase a house; get 
funding for an after-school arts program; and get help upgrading the ventilation system in 
their studio. Before we’d even had a chance to set up an e-mail account for the 
initiative, we were already feeling the pressure of serving artists. 

That tension between planning and service delivery has not always been easy to 
navigate. We’re really passionate about helping artists and helping them quickly. 
But in the end, taking time to build a program that could serve them well – and that could 
continue to serve them even after our pilot program ended – was absolutely critical. 
We needed time to learn about artists’ needs and Collinwood’s needs. We wanted to 
get advice from other great creative placemaking programs.  And we were committed 
to creating program guidelines carefully so that forms were easy to fill out and funding 
decisions were fair and transparent.  

So in those early months, we concentrated most of our time on planning. But we also met with 
artists, explained what types of support were coming, took their contact information and checked in 
with them periodically. It wasn’t always what artists were hoping for, but it was a balance that we felt 
was best for the overall program. 

That commitment to planning ended up being incredibly important. Fast forward to November 2013, 
and we fielded inquiries from 369 artists. We helped 13 artists achieve homeownership. Northeast 
Shores has sold a total of 22 houses, during a national housing crisis, in a shrinking city. There’s been 
a flurry of arts activity, as we provided support to artists to launch 59 community art projects. 
Our annual Picturing Collinwood survey showed remarkable improvements in perceptions of the 
neighborhood, with particularly large spikes in the belief that the neighborhood is changing for the 
better and that they are proud of it.  And all of this happened in just 2 years! 

For both organizations, this ended up being one of the program’s hallmarks – increasingly good 
impressions of Collinwood and increasing interest in either moving to the neighborhood or 
otherwise getting involved there.  That interest has been particularly pronounced in the part of 
Collinwood nearest our arts investments.  As one staff member describes it, “we’ve seen a dramatic 
change in where buyers are looking.  At the beginning of Artists in Residence, buyers were gravitating 
toward the East 185th side of the neighborhood. Today, it’s almost the inverse. It seems like everyone 
is looking … closer to the arts district.”
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Had we not planned carefully at the beginning of the initiative, we very well may have had trouble 
addressing what turned out to be lots of interest in a short timeframe and in a small geography.  As 
it turns out, one of our largest challenges recently has been getting space for artists – demand simply 
outpaces supply.  A staff member shares the current dilemma of “not having enough properties in 
the Waterloo area. When people want to be on Waterloo, I’m starting to think, ‘What am I going to 
do?’”

Another staff member expressed regret that we hadn’t planned for this level of real estate success 
– that had we reached out early to city officials about strategies for obtaining property, and subsidy 
to redevelop property for artists, we might be better situated now to move artists into positions of 
ownership. 

Of course, no amount of forethought is going to help you anticipate 100% of circumstances you’ll 
run into with a complex community effort. But if our experiences are any indicator, creative 
placemakers would be wise to invest a lot of time in planning – and to think about what they might 
do if their work ends in success.

by the numbers
big changes in perception
In just two years, our Picturing Collinwood survey indicated significant shifts in public perception about 
the neighborhood. Here are some of the places where we saw particularly big jumps.
   2011 Survey 2013 Survey     
Number of Responses 208 199
Respondents that Live in Collinwood 62.5% 62.2%   
     Increase
I am proud of the Collinwood neighborhood. 58.2% 77.2% 19.0%
In general, Collinwood is changing for the better. 53.8% 71.2% 17.4%
Collinwood has good access to recreation and parks. 75.9% 91.1% 15.2%
Collinwood has a lot of good housing options. 56.8% 71.9% 15.1%
Collinwood is safe. 25.0% 37.3% 12.3%

East 185th Street
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it takes funding
but not always as much as you think

When we talk to groups wanting to start placemaking work, they sometimes have sticker shock 
about how much has been invested in the effort. Thanks to our incredible funders, we’ve been able to 
raise $2.2 million toward artist services in Collinwood. 

That funding has enabled us to build what we believe is a unique system for supporting artists at the 
neighborhood level. It has fully supported staffing of the programs; a low-interest loan pool; an array 
of marketing efforts; the build-out of numerous artist spaces; the launch of dozens of community art 
projects; and planning for how we continue to serve artists after our pilot program. 

That incredible funding didn’t come in one big chunk from one supporter; it has come from 13 
generous sources. It’s included contributions from national foundations (52.3% of total funding); 
national funding consortiums (33.9%); a local arts-based credit union (6.8%); local and state art 
councils (3.0%); local community foundations (2.3%); and local corporate foundations (1.7%). 

A great deal of support came from national funders (86.2% of total funding). Their generosity 
provided extraordinary capacity to build something transformational. That said, local funders played 
an equally critical role. They provide the majority of the long-term general operating support CPAC 
and Northeast Shores relied on to do research and build program concepts (support that’s not 
included in the $2.2 million figure). That early validation of our work gave us the confidence to 
approach national funders with the concepts and to demonstrate to national funders that our work 
aligned with top local priorities. 

The significant number and quality of our accomplishments was clearly due to the generous support 
of local and national funders. But, when program efforts were examined piece by piece, substantial 
outcomes had relatively low price tags. 

Take the community art projects we’ve funded. We’ve invested roughly $260,000 in support of 
artists’ community work. It’s resulted in 59 new community art projects in Collinwood, which have 
collectively attracted almost 9,000 participants. Some projects had big impact with small investment, 
including conversion of a boarded storefront window into a community 
chalkboard (less than $500) and the collection of residents’ messages in a 
custom-made time capsule (about $1,700).

While each artist project might seem modest , collectively all the work 
represented a continuous effort to improve the neighborhood, with a new 
project starting up, on average, every two weeks for 610 straight days! 

That’s not to imply that projects didn’t have a great deal of impact individually.  
Artists poured their hearts and souls into their projects, investing time and 
energy into making their work meaningful to Collinwood. It very well could 
be that not all projects had equal impact. One artist sensed that “some 
ideas are incredible and need a much larger budget, others are fun events 
or projects that don’t need more than $3,500, and others are hit or miss.” 
Regardless, a number of staff believed artists’ projects were collectively one 
of the most meaningful investments we made, and each represented real 
community change for $12,500 or less.

national foundations
national funding consortiums
local arts-based credit union
local and state arts councils
local community foundations
local corporate foundations

$ 2.2 million 
total project support
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Similar great outcomes emerged from what was perhaps the most highly visible part of the program: 
our $6,500 houses. Here, Northeast Shores acquired vacant houses that traditionally wouldn’t be 
thought of as an asset at all and turned them into a strategy to create value for the artist and the 
community.

That’s one of the more incredible things about creative placemaking, whether $500 or $5 million 
is invested, meaningful outcomes can be achieved at any scale in any community. While incredible 
support can lead to incredible outcomes, our work in Collinwood is evidence much can be achieved 
to advance a community without breaking the bank.

Growth over time in the Waterloo 
Arts and Entertainment District
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what the artists 
accomplished
Converted a boarded storefront into a community chalkboard. 

Taught neighborhood kids how to do sound design. 

Engaged senior citizens in telling their stories of the neighborhood. 

Made a documentary about neighborhood heroes. 

Distributed posters of summer programming available to neighborhood youth. 

Taught individuals with disabilities about fine art metalworking. 

Constructed two large-scale pieces of public art. 

Invited artists from around the world to make murals in Collinwood. 

Built a mobile printing press for use by neighborhood kids. 

Converted a side yard into a public sculpture garden. 

Provided neighborhood kids access to top musical talent from across the region. 

Converted a vacant storefront into a community dance studio. 

Had artists design shelters for feral cats. 

Gathered messages in bottles for a neighborhood time capsule. 

Held monthly family movie nights on vacant lots. 

24
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Covered a vacant house in Xerox images of community members. 

Created custom designs on the outside of rain barrels.

Published a youth poetry book. 

Launched a pop-up jewelry studio with neighborhood teenagers. 

Filled vacant storefronts with artists’ work where visitors voted for their favorite 
displays. 

Established an artist residency program in vacant apartments. 

Created a series of short documentaries about Collinwood’s artist support program. 

Exhibited artist work about the topic of vacancy. 

Converted an unused payphone into a gallery for miniature art. 

Turned an overgrown alley into an outdoor gallery. 

Transformed a vacant storefront into a gallery of Cleveland music history. 

Had residents document Collinwood with disposable cameras and mounted a show 
of their work. 

Held an arts festival. 

Produced a Caribbean-style Christmas party. 

Unveiled a mural while distributing free cocoa and coffee.

25
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When it comes to nuts-and-bolts questions, perhaps the most frequent 
one we receive is “How can you possibly sell an artist a house for 
$6,500?!”

The answer starts with the formation of the Cuyahoga Land Bank in 
2008. This government body builds relationships with groups like the 
Department of Housing and Urban Development and Fannie Mae to 
capture vacant housing, rather than seeing it get unloaded in bulk in 
places like eBay. The vast majority of these houses are demolished; in 
a shrinking city with a soft demand for housing, local officials would 
rather see them gone than dragging down values of surrounding 
buildings.

In places like Collinwood though, the Land Bank’s inventory can 
help us get property into the hands of eager owner occupants with 
limited financial means. When the Land Bank acquires a property 
in Collinwood, Northeast Shores walks through it to determine 
its condition. The organization may then take ownership at a cost 
that is limited to reimbursement of the Land Bank’s expenses.  If 
the house is in poor condition and will require a lot of work, the 
organization typically performs a full rehab themselves and then uses 
local and federal subsidies to sell the home for less than the cost of 
redevelopment.

If the house is in fair to good condition though, Northeast Shores 
will sell the home directly to a buyer to perform the rehab work 
themselves. Each prospective buyer goes through free homeownership 
training and credit counseling with Neighborhood Housing Services 
of Greater Cleveland. The training helps to ensure they know what is 
required of them and can demonstrate their financial capacity to take 
on the project. The buyer then has six months to carry out a short list 
of required rehab improvements – typically an investment of $15,000 
to $30,000. If they fail to complete this work, or if they try to sell 
the property within three years, Northeast Shores has the right to 
reclaim the property, helping to maintain positive outcomes for the 
neighborhood.

Local government avoids demolition costs that average $10,000 per 
property and instead gets owner occupants that continue to pay 
property taxes.  Artists and other buyers gain the ability to obtain 
ownership of century-old homes in a promising, lakefront 
neighborhood for less than $40,000. They also increase their 
asset base and reduce the likelihood of being pushed out of 
the neighborhood due to gentrification pressures. Collinwood 
benefits from having energetic and engaged homeowners taking 
over problem properties, helping to stabilize the otherwise 
thriving neighborhood. It’s the ultimate win-win-win.

Collinwood home before artist rehab

Same home after artist rehab

Home purchased from the Cuyahoga 
Land Bank before renovation

Same home after construction

spotlight on 
$6,500 houses
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from the field
springboard for the 
arts
In St. Paul, Springboard for the Arts is building a 
range of different support programs for artists 
and finding new ways to build community 
through artists’ work.  A key example is Irrigate, 
their huge, artist-led placemaking initiative 
alongside the construction of a light rail corridor. 
Their advice:

Give people a common cause. Help people 
see how their small action can combine with 
their neighbors and add up to something 
bigger. We have found the invitation and the 
charge to use creative skills to help your own 
neighborhood is very powerful.

Make t-shirts. Don’t underestimate the power 
of a uniform to make the common cause visible 
and to give people a sense of ownership and 
investment in the work.

Start (and stay) small. Seeding the community 
with hundreds of small projects provides 
hundreds more opportunities to engage 
community, attract media attention, and develop 
relationships than one single large project.

www.springboardforthearts.org

artists are 
valuable
and should 
be valued 
but they aren’t a silver 
bullet
It’s hard for us to imagine looking at what’s 
happened in Collinwood and not think that 
artists have been a tremendous benefit to the 
neighborhood.

It seems that a lot of people agree with us. 
In our 2013 Picturing Collinwood survey, 81.3% 
of respondents believed artists were making 
Collinwood a better neighborhood (compared 
to only 0.6% who thought artists were making 
it worse). Community art projects were cited 
as a particularly high-visibility example of what 
artists were doing for the neighborhood.  As one 
respondent summed it up, artists’ community work 
has “helped revitalize the neighborhood by focusing 
on successes instead of failures.”

With solid backing from neighborhood stakeholders 
stating artists were valuable, we worked to 
recognize their valued contributions. Resources 
were directed toward rewarding artists with 28 
different programs and services that could help 
them address a range of needs. Valuing artists meant 
paying them for their work. It meant making sure 
they had opportunities to purchase property.  And 
it meant simply sitting down to help them write 
a business plan, obtain foreclosure prevention or 
secure a job. 

However, valuing artists was about more than just 
service delivery. It was about validating their work 
by engaging them as partners. One staff member 
recommends that “rather than thinking about artists 
as an add-on, I’d encourage community development 
organizations to sit down with their strategic plans 
and a full list of all of their community priorities 
and think creatively about roles artists might play.” 

Laura Zabel, Springboard for the Arts, 
presenting at an Arts and Culture 

Roundtable in Cleveland
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by the numbers
how valuable are artists?
CPAC and Northeast Shores believed in the transformative power 
of artists even before we launched Artists in Residence. But does 
the broader community believe artists are important? Here’s what 
the 199 respondents to our 2013 Picturing Collinwood survey had 
to say.

In general, would you say artists are making Collinwood 
a better neighborhood, a worse neighborhood, or do they 
not have much effect on the neighborhood?

Make it better 81.8%
Make it worse 0.6%
Don’t have much effect 17.7%

In general, do you think there are already too many 
artists in Collinwood, about the right amount or that we 
should recruit more artists here?

Too many artists already 2.9%
About the right amount of artists 13.3%
Recruit more artists 83.8%

Having artists in a neighborhood helps the local 
economy.

Agree / Strongly Agree 75.9%
Disagree / Strongly Disagree 4.9%

Artists help bring different groups of people in a 
neighborhood together.

Agree / Strongly Agree 90.7%
Disagree / Strongly Disagree 1.6%

Artists improve the educational success of a 
neighborhood’s children.

Agree / Strongly Agree 68.7%
Disagree / Strongly Disagree 3.2%

Artists make it easier for people to see life in a different 
light.

Agree / Strongly Agree 81.8%
Disagree / Strongly Disagree 3.4%

Playground at Euclid Beach Park
28 When Artists Break Ground - Planning
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Meanwhile, an artist shares that having artists “involved directly in [your] organization, whether 
it’s as an advisor or staff, does a lot to legitimize the organization and to build trust [with artists].” 
Northeast Shores definitely believed in that concept, employing four artists over the past two years. 

Programs for artists were developed.  Artists were engaged in neighborhood projects, and the 
Collinwood community became excited about that effort. The work hardly ended there. While 
artists have been a big part of the strategy, it’s fair to say non-artists in the community had a range of 
priorities to address. When people were surveyed about assets in the neighborhood, the arts (along 
with Collinwood’s lakefront) always top the list. But when we asked about their priorities for the 
neighborhood, supporting artists was consistently overshadowed by concerns regarding safety, youth 
engagement and vacancy. 

Similar attitudes were evident among artists who’ve participated in Artists in Residence and 
Collinwood Rising.

Consider an artist concern about neighborhood businesses

“I think the Waterloo Neighborhood has a lot of potential, but the merchants and 
residents must not be forgotten during [two years of streetscape construction] ... 
It has been very hard on some of them.” 

Or about the well-being of low-income residents

“The poverty of the area residents … It’s pretty grim, and I hope we are not just 
trying to run them out and gentrify the street.”

Or recommending that communities planning creative placemaking programs should include non-arts 
assets

“They need to assess how easy it is to live in areas without grocery shopping 
or greenspaces. It’s often difficult to live in city neighborhoods because of these 
issues.”

When artists were asked about the importance of our artist programs to make Collinwood a better 
neighborhood, 84.6% said Artists in Residence was very important, and 84.2% said the same of 
Collinwood Rising. But the majority of artists placed high importance on all of Northeast Shores’ 
major efforts, including a $5.5 million streetscape improvement (79.5%, very important); master 
planning for another commercial corridor and for the neighborhood’s lakefront parks (74.4% each); 
and an effort to open several new restaurants in the art district (69.2%). 

So artists and non-artists see the arts as a critical strategy, but not the only one. This seems to 
suggest that creative placemaking will be most successful within a broader set of strategies for 
advancing a place.

Artists are wise to consider how that holistic approach might impact their proposed work.  As 
one staff member points out, multiple priorities mean that a community development group’s 
approach to artist projects “may not be simply ‘Okay, go out and do that’. It might include public 
meetings, design charrettes, elected and appointed officials ... The touch points and the barriers that 
[community development corporations] have to navigate are many.” 

Another staff member, though, encourages artists to maintain their independence opposite crowded 
community agendas: “Don’t be so eager to please. Stay creative and awesome. The reason people 
should want to do this is the unique outcomes that can occur.”
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management
Camille Maxwell offering a tour of a home rehabbed by Northeast Shores

Seth Beattie managing Welcome to Cleveland, waiting for the event shuttle to arrive
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this is 
going 
to take 
time and 
energy
When we asked CPAC and Northeast Shores staff 
what they thought were the biggest hurdles for our 
placemaking work, the nearly unanimous answer 
was the timeframe of the effort.

“I think that time has been a challenge, 
which is not unusual in terms of a 
project of this scale and scope … You 
start out working on a timeline, and then 
that timeline doesn’t always work out.”

“All of that relationship-building and 
nuanced technical assistance is really 
at the heart of making this type of 
grassroots programming work, but it 
takes a ton of time.”

“With just 2.5 years and limited staffing, 
it was a really difficult process to 
accomplish everything that we wanted 
to, and one that sometimes created 
tensions between CPAC and Northeast 
Shores that we probably wouldn’t have 
had with a more relaxed schedule. We 
were just simply doing too much too 
fast.” 

from the field
ArtHome
ArtHome works with communities across 
the country to develop asset-building systems 
for artists, focusing on how this support can 
advance both cultural vitality and economic 
stability at the neighborhood level. Their 
advice:

“Artists working with community 
organizations can create real value. But 
to really succeed, such partnerships must 
embrace everyone’s notions of value. Good 
art matters; being a good neighbor/partner 
matters equally. Understanding each other’s 
goals, aligning values and giving more than you 
get are all essential strategies for success.”

www.arthome.org
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Creative placemaking programming, like many community efforts, can look straight-forward on 
paper. CPAC and Northeast Shores wanted to increase artists’ access to affordable space as well as 
integrate them in neighborhood revitalization. Building a loan program and grant program for artists, 
helping them obtain space, and then marketing those offerings extensively would be the strategies 
for success. Simple. 

Time was needed to plan the initiative and get the community engaged in decision-making; to design 
and develop programs; to market the effort; to field artists’ inquiries and build relationships with 
them; time to serve their needs; and time to evaluate our pilot work and plan next steps. Our work 
was further complicated by the fact that the 369 artists we were working with came from different 
backgrounds. They had different levels of readiness to participate (both financially and geographically) 
and different goals and interests. This required a tailored approach to service delivery, one-on-one 
counseling and guiding them toward 1 or more of 28 programs and services.  

The time crunch also posed some hurdles for artists launching community projects, as one staff 
member shares: “Artists have huge aspirations in terms of what they’re going to be able to achieve 
in a certain timeframe versus what they can actually implement as an individual. In some cases, the 
challenges are absolutely worth it, but it’s still been a challenge.” 

Despite these concerns, there were arguably benefits to a tighter timeframe as well. Staff noted that 
it contributed to a sense of momentum in the neighborhood, with a lot of activity happening all at 
once. That sense of constant activity and constant improvement has helped produce a great deal of 
media coverage, both locally and nationally. It demonstrated successes early in the effort, particularly 
important for communications with funders, many of whom had provided us with one-year grants.

The work became the balance between eagerness and ambitions to quickly create positive outcomes, 
opposite what could realistically be achieved. The balance was particularly important, given the team 
effort the initiative required, with participation from everyone at Northeast Shores and everyone at 
CPAC.  As one staff member advises, “It’s a lot of work … Not only for the person running it but for 
the people supporting it. If you are supporting it, there’s always more to be done, and you can always 
take it further.  At the same time, know your limits.”

Another stresses that the work is not only time-consuming – but also incredibly emotional: “People 
are very passionate about what [the programming] is doing … Maybe about different things, but 
everyone’s passionate. Just make sure that you have awareness of that level of emotion going in.”

Given everything we were trying to accomplish with our programming, sometimes we just had to 
make time to laugh. Opposite, the sweat and tears that went into making it all happen, sometimes we 
had to stop, take in the successes and have fun. 

And then ... Back to work!

Pocket Park “Before” photo

Pocket Park “After” photoPocket Park in progress
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prioritize your 
goals
Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising had simple enough 
aims – offering artists affordable space and facilitating artists’ 
greater involvement at a neighborhood level. Within this simple 
vision, however, we were trying to accomplish many things, 
sometimes unspoken, simultaneously. 

We wanted to improve artists’ ability to purchase homes and 
storefronts, reduce neighborhood vacancy, get the community 
more familiar with arts programming, help raise the visibility 
of artists as community leaders, leverage artists’ creativity to 
develop new solutions to neighborhood priorities and advance 
positive perceptions of Collinwood. 

In short, we wanted to accomplish a great deal of objectives. But 
as one staff member shares, “we delineated so many different 
goals for [these] programs, but we didn’t prioritize them.” 
Wanting to accomplish everything possible is difficult enough, but 
it gets even more complicated when you have multiple partners 
working together. 

In our own work, it was easy for two eager supporters of 
placemaking work to overlook some significant differences in 
organizational perspective. CPAC has artists as one of a few core 
constituent groups and neighborhood revitalization as one of 
many areas of focus, while Northeast Shores has artists as one of 
many constituent groups and neighborhood revitalization as its 
sole area of focus. CPAC has an interest in creating benefit for a 
particular group countywide (457 square miles), while Northeast 
Shores has an interest in creating benefit for many different 
groups within just two square miles. 

These different perspectives affected the partners’ concepts 
of timeframe. CPAC’s primary concern was in implementing 
the pilot work over 2.5 years to leverage successes to further 
support artists throughout greater Cleveland. Northeast Shores, 
meanwhile, was focused solely on the Collinwood neighborhood 
and was always thinking about how to continue artist services far 
beyond the initial 2.5 years. Both perspectives are equally valid, 
but those different perspectives led to significant differences in 
vision and the order of priorities. 

Differences in priorities are likely to appear in many sustained 
nonprofit partnerships; but, the distinctiveness of each partner’s 
goals doesn’t diminish your ability to produce great work 

Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3
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together, as evident through the partnership of 
CPAC and Northeast Shores. The key, as one artist 
describes, is to “understand what the goals of each 
partner is and what the ‘merge’ is. You have to stick 
to that intersection of what makes sense and not 
try to push to make something fit.”

Just as CPAC and Northeast Shores have learned 
about each other’s visions and priorities, it was 
equally important to understand and appreciate 
those of our constituents. In the early months of the 
initiative, we anticipated that low-interest loans for 
creative space improvements and grants to launch 
community art projects would be equally popular.  
As the months unfolded and we gained a better 
sense of program demand, however, it became clear 
grants were of far greater interest to artists. That 
observation subsequently led to allocating more 
time and energy toward preparing artists to launch 
community art projects. 

Articulating goals clearly, loudly and often, 
doesn’t prevent all ambiguity. One of the artists 
advises community groups to “decide if you want 
participants to make new art, or provide social 
services.” Ideally, the “merge” between community 
development groups and individual artists is 
evident.  Another artist counsels, “I think it’s always 
important when working with other people to make 
sure everyone gets what they want and that you 
understand the priorities of both the community 
group – things like increased marketing or a specific 
deliverable – and the artist, who might be more 
interested in being creative or solving a problem.”

Virtually everyone that CPAC and Northeast 
Shores worked with had a genuine interest in 
moving Collinwood forward; however, that didn’t 
mean all operated from a uniform vision. Finding 
common ground is the key to cultivating the kinds 
of community strength that everyone values. 

from the field

Wormfarm Institute

Across the landscape of Sauk County, 
Wisconsin, the Wormfarm Institute is bringing 
together culture and agriculture in a profound 
way. Through programs like Food Chain and 
the Farm/Art DTour, the organization is 
leading the way on how creative placemaking 
can advance rural communities. Their advice:

“The important part of what has become 
known as community engaged work, social 
practice or relational aesthetics is that it 
looks outward … For organizers, we may be 
targeting that engagement toward a civic or 
community development goal.  At minimum, 
both the artist and the organizers need to 
understand and respect each other’s goals.”

www.wormfarminstitute.org
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make time to 
build meaningful 
relationships
Creative placemaking can conjure up images of bricks-and-mortar work. You turn a litter-filled lot 
into a community garden. You convert a vacant warehouse into a vibrant artist colony. You cover a 
big, blank wall with a new mural.

These interventions can have a huge impact on a community, breathing life into unused space and 
showcasing that a place has current relevance and a promising future.

But what we have learned in our placemaking efforts – and what we’ve heard from other groups 
doing similar work across the country – is that what counts the most is the relationship-building that 
comes along with those great new spaces.

It’s easy to miss just how critical relationship-building is to placemaking. On paper, our work looks 
like grants and low-interest loans and space ownership. But in the day-to-day reality of seeding these 

programs, it’s been visiting peers in Paducah, Pittsburgh and 
St. Louis to learn from their work; building a rapport with 
369 artists; giving 21 tours of our neighborhood to funders 
and other decision-makers; making 12 presentations to 
neighborhood stakeholder groups; briefing 20 federal, 
state and local officials about our efforts; and sharing 
information about our program with groups looking to 
launch projects similar to our own, in 21 presentations and 
8 one-on-one meetings. 

It’s been a whirlwind of speaking and listening, inspiring and 
being inspired. But it’s been a truly meaningful whirlwind 
– both for the artists we serve and for our staffs.  As 
one artist brilliantly sums it up, “This doesn’t sound like a 
deliverable of the program, but in the end, it’s probably the 
most important part of this type of program…Talking to 
people, building relationships, building trust, so people feel 
empowered to do the work of revitalization themselves.” 
That’s where the real placemaking magic happens. 

 We learned relationship-building has some downsides, too. 
Relationships take time to root, which may mean that the 
greatest impact of your work might happen years down 
the road, long after the final reports have been submitted 
to funders. It’s incredibly time-consuming work, particularly 
as some of the most meaningful relationships might be 
new ones that are built from scratch. 

Artist Melissa Daubert with sculptures in a 
Collinwood Pocket Park
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Take the increasing conversations Northeast Shores 
has been having with national peers in arts-related 
development. Community development networks 
tend to be very localized, but one Northeast 
Shores staff member points out that, in many ways, 
Northeast Shores’ revitalization strategy is more 
similar to some of these national peers than to 
other community development groups in Cleveland. 
These new conversations have greatly informed 
Northeast Shores’ efforts, and Northeast Shores has 
been able to share details about its unique approach 
to artist space ownership. Nonetheless, these new 
relationships have taken time and effort to build. 

Time-intensity might explain why the relationship-
building process is ongoing. While our organizations 
have strived to be as inclusive as possible, an artist 
shares the perspective that our artist support 
programs “may not have done anything to bridge a 
segment of the population that isn’t already tuned 
into the cultural happenings of Cleveland ... I think 
there are people in the neighborhood that don’t 
understand what’s happening and feel like they’re 
not a part of it.” 

There were always new relationships for CPAC and 
Northeast Shores to cultivate. However, we have 
found that cultivating relationships among program 
participants was equally important.

One artist wishes we’d offer “more meetings with all 
the other people who are applying [for artist grants] 
– So they can develop cross-overs and partnerships 
of support.” Another artist shares why that artist-
to-artist relationship-building is critical for building 
strong community art projects: “Solo adventures 
don’t always work well, partly because no one is 
good at everything, and partly because you get 
better ideas working together.” 

Meeting by meeting, presentation by presentation, 
conversations happen. Some will bear immediate 
fruit, others will take time to blossom, and still 
others may not ever have a tangible, observable 
benefit to the community; however it’s all part of 
Collinwood’s amazing journey.

from the field

Regional Arts 
Commission of 
St. Louis
Since 1985, St Louis’ Regional Arts 
Commission has been playing a lead role in 
nurturing artists and cultural organizations 
in the city. For the past 16 years, that work 
has included the Community Arts Training 
Institute, one of the country’s leading 
programs for advancing art’s power as an 
agent of social change. Their advice:

“Artists can play unique roles in inspiring 
and facilitating the creative energies and 
poetic capacities already residing within 
communities—forging collaborations across 
professional and personal divides to yield 
powerful results.  Artists working within a 
community context have the opportunity to 
create exciting, unanticipated relationships.”

www.racstl.org

CAT Institute alumni, Stan Chisholm (L) and Damon Davis (R) 
presenting at Mind the Gap: Stepping into Arts-Based Community 
Action
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implementation
Waterloo Arts Fest activity

Northeast Shores Development Corp Rehab in progress
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start small
but build for the big

There’s no doubt that CPAC and Northeast Shores 
were eager and ambitious with Artists in Residence and 
Collinwood Rising. Both organizations had a sense of 
responsibility, recognizing this was potentially a once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity to showcase what happens when 
you position artists to be neighborhood change agents. 

We tried to accomplish as much as we could, using 
every second and every dollar of support effectively and 
efficiently. We also learned to focus eagerness and scale 
ambitions. 

Offering artists 28 distinct forms of support didn’t 
prevent adjustment of programming.  Although we 
considered being a mortgage provider, we realized 
the legal and financial complexities were outside our 
expertise. We also dropped plans for a matched-
savings program, which would incentivize artists to 
save money for purchasing space by matching their 
savings contributions, after the largest local provider 
of these Individual Development Accounts suspended 

their program. Instead of these programs, we steered support toward other strategies for increasing 
artist space ownership, like homeownership training and collateralizing low-interest loans for artistic 
equipment and space improvements. 

We recalibrated the geography of the Artists in Residence project. From CPAC’s earliest planning 
meetings with the advisory taskforce and staff it was clear that a citywide project would have 
diluted the purpose. Once Collinwood was determined to be the project’s focus, the geography 
underwent further refinement. Northeast Shores serves a community that covers two square miles 
and is home to nearly 17,000 residents. This still seemed like too large an area to demonstrate the 
impact of our pilot programming; instead, we chose to focus our energy on the quarter-square mile 
surrounding the Waterloo Arts District, a target area with about 1,500 residents. While artists who 
lived or worked anywhere in Northeast Shores’ service area could take advantage of the programs 
and services, community art projects had to be based within the target area. The bulk of artist space 
offerings were located within the district. 

Decisions to “start small” aren’t always easy. The size of the geography left the potential for some 
parts of the Collinwood neighborhood to feel omitted, and there’s some reason to believe that 
happened. Our annual surveying indicated perceptions of the neighborhood are generally improving 
faster among residents living closer to the target area compared to those residents that are more 
distant from the area.  A number of artists shared their desire to see a more widespread approach

“I would like to see more small projects being developed in spots around the 
neighborhood besides the main drag on Waterloo.”

Phone Gallery, a streetside gallery for miniature art 
(an unused phone booth converted by Ivana 
Medukic of Project Pop-up Galleries)
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“Waterloo is a piece of the puzzle, but so is East 185th/LaSalle, Euclid Beach/
Neff, and 5 Points. I definitely think you have succeeded through the Waterloo 
Arts Festival, the record stores, and the constant attraction of the Beachland to 
make the Waterloo neighborhood an indie rock destination. But the other, larger 
districts in Collinwood need this success to spread.” 

“I guess I’d say … that I miss East 185th being a destination. That was one of the 
finer shopping district streets in our city.”

Northeast Shores and CPAC were sympathetic to those perspectives. However, we were equally 
sensitive that people could clearly observe a change in the area where the investment would 
be made. The desire was to start small, then leverage successes to acquire new funding and 
incrementally expand the geographic footprint. The programs were designed to grow, concentrating 
on developing infrastructure first, which included marketing databases, surveying tools, artist 
homeownership guides and website infrastructure that would endure beyond the 2.5 years of pilot 
work.  

One staff member observed the development of the support infrastructure, while more or less 
invisible outside of CPAC and Northeast Shores, was one of the biggest impacts of the partnership: 
“None of these tools are all that revolutionary, but together, they’re basically a megaphone for work 
that Northeast Shores has been doing quietly for years … and plans to do on an even grander scale 
in the future.” 

It seems that was and is beginning to happen.  As both housing and storefronts become increasingly 
scarce in the quarter-square mile of focus, Northeast Shores is looking to grow that target area 
to a half-mile, moving revitalization efforts northward toward the neighborhood’s lakefront parks. 
Meanwhile, Northeast Shores has been incrementally building up resources to activate the East 
185th corridor referenced above. For example, it has been working to convert the LaSalle Theater 
into an arts and media center.

Slowly but surely, the groundwork for resident-driven change is permeating the Collinwood 
neighborhood, now and for the foreseeable future.
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by the numbers
a tale of two neighborhoods

Collinwood is a big neighborhood, covering two miles and two zip codes. The artist support programs focus on 
strengthening one-quarter square mile designated as the Waterloo Arts District, located within the 44110 zip code. Has 
that situation produced different opinions among residents that live closer to the investment and those that live farther 
away? The Picturing Collinwood survey suggests that might be the case.

2011 2013
44110
44119

(68 responses)
(61 responses)

44110
44119

(58 responses)
(57 responses)

40 When Artists Break Ground - Implementation
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be flexible and 
adaptable
and acknowledge when things 
aren’t working
As previously stated, a significant amount of time and concentration were invested 
into planning the programs. Regardless of the amount of effort, surprises will 
surface.

Take the approach to financing artist space. In 2004, Leveraging Investments in 
Creativity supported CPAC’s planning process around improving the well-being 
of greater Cleveland artists. CPAC’s Advancing Support Systems for Artists in the 
Cleveland Metropolitan Area study has since served as a framework for a number of 
CPAC artist support programs.  A key issue in that study was artists’ barriers to 
low-interest financing to support work or to obtain space. Because many worked 
at multiple jobs, were self-employed or had income that varied throughout the year, 
they were considered risky by many lenders. 

CPAC designed a solution in partnership with the Cuyahoga County Treasurer’s 
Office in 2004. Known as ArtistAdvance, the program would have leveraged Ohio 
enabling legislation that was originally designed for farmers. Under that legislation, 
the state would allow County governments to accept lower interest rates on 
their deposits in return for banks using the differential to reduce the interest rate 
farmers would pay to those banks for working capital loans. 

It was a unique model that could be designed to apply to artists; however due to 
changes in Federal Bankruptcy laws, and the subsequent movement toward more 
conservative lending, the banks lost interest in solidifying the initiative.

Fast forward to the launch of Artists in Residence in 2011. We had a large initiative 
centered on affordable artist space. There was a willing and well-positioned 
lending partner in NoteWorthy Federal Credit Union, a local arts-based financial 
institution in operation since 1960. Noteworthy had a relatively high lending 
capacity and an interest in increasing loan service to local artists. 

The timing and partner were ideal for the launch of the Artists in Residence loans. 
The Artists in Residence focus on a single neighborhood, rather than the entire 
county, didn’t require a high volume of resources.  A $37,500 deposit by CPAC 
provided 25% collateral on $150,000 worth of NoteWorthy loans, enough money 
to finance roughly 30 small artist loans within one-quarter square mile. 

With the collateral element in place, and with the commitment that all loan 
applicants would participate in Neighborhood Housing Services of Greater 
Cleveland’s homeownership training, NoteWorthy was willing to reduce interest 
rates for participants by 3.15% to 4.225%. The loans wouldn’t be mortgages; artists 
would provide additional collateral through equipment or other assets. By avoiding 

Collinwood Photo Project;
Photo by Candice Dangerfield
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liens on property, onerous reporting requirements were unnecessary. In addition, artists would avoid 
shouldering second or third mortgages on their spaces. 

A program component was forming to address the financial barriers of local artists and demonstrate 
their creditworthiness to lenders. CPAC and Northeast Shores were enthusiastic. NoteWorthy and 
Neighborhood Housing Services were excited. The funders and peer organizations were happy; this 
could be a low-cost model for addressing a serious financial impediment to artists nationwide. 

 The program launched and virtually no one took advantage of it. During the life of the program, 
11 artists made inquiries and one loan was processed; meanwhile, NoteWorthy was experiencing a 
dramatic uptick in other loan applications. When the collateralized low interest rate component is 
compared to the $125,000 invested in the Artists in Residence grant program (which generated 69 
artist inquiries, funding 18 artists and their 21 community projects) the favorite program component 
is clear.

So what happened? Here are some staff theories: 

Availability of grant funds made the idea of loan dollars less appealing. Loans were limited to artists 
who had space in Collinwood.  Artists who were eligible and interested didn’t always meet the 
minimum financial requirements NoteWorthy set for approving loans. 

A few artists noted that while the program offered competitive interest rates, given the small size 
of the loans and the short repayment periods (one to four years), the savings on interest payments 
was relatively small over, for instance, credit card financing. This wasn’t enough savings to justify their 
participation in the homeownership training requirement. The short timeframe of pilot programming 
also provided little time for marketing the loan program.  A number of potential applicants had only 
recently purchased properties and didn’t want to acquire an Artists in Residence loan until they 
finished other home rehab work.

Artists in Residence
Loans

theCollateral assistance, flexible 
repayments ... A loan that lets 
artists be artists and rewards you 
for seeing potential where others 
overlook it.

Soundproof this 

room so the band 

can rehearse here.

Maybe we could clean this up and install a sculpture garden?

Once we 
open this 
window up, 
this would 
be a great 
space for 
Melanie 
to set up 
her writing 
room!

Would love 

to use this 

sign
 in that 

install
atio

n 

I’m working 

on ...

Cover of informational brochure about the loan program
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Regardless of low interest, the component provided value. It deepened our engagement with 
Neighborhood Housing Services and NoteWorthy. Subsequently, Neighborhood Housing Services 
has started tracking artists served as part of its intake process. NoteWorthy and Neighborhood 
Housing Services have entered into a formal referral partnership. Neighborhood Housing Services 
in its collaboration with ArtHome is distributing a handbook to potential new homeowners, 
with a focus on financial readiness issues that artists in particular need to address. Perhaps the 
most important part of the whole process was being attuned to interest levels for the offerings.  
Acknowledging the loan component wasn’t meeting expectations resulted in making an informed 
decision about how to address that issue. 

Because the financial commitment behind the program was relatively small, we ended up letting the 
loan program live throughout our pilot work, as a way to draw attention to the breadth of artist 
support in Collinwood, as well as to NoteWorthy as a local resource. 

The decision to retain the offering exemplified adaptability due to changing circumstances.  As a 
Collinwood artist points out, “a successful program should always be really flexible.  An [inflexible] 
plan can be death to a good idea … if you want to take advantage of a different opportunity or to 
respond to an assumption that you made.”

Interior panels of informational brochure about the loan program
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one size does 
not fit all
It’s not uncommon for the term “artist” to conjure up the image of a single twenty-something 
living in a warehouse existing meagerly off their art. While there are certainly artists that fit that 
demographic, CPAC’s Putting Artists on the Map reveals a very different picture. 

When we asked nearly 500 greater Cleveland artists about their background, they were more likely 
above the age of 40 (59.9% of respondents), living in a household with 2 or more people (77.6%), 
many with household incomes of $60,000 or more (42.1%). Most earned less than 20% of their 
income from their artwork (61.7%). They were far more likely to live in a single-family house than an 
industrial or commercial building (61.4% to 3.8%) and not out of necessity, as 71.9% prefer to live in 
a single-family house. The most common preference was a Colonial-style house in a neighborhood 
that’s safe, walkable and puts them close to other artists, and nearly a third were willing to pay 
$1,000 or more monthly for that space. 

The truth is there’s no such thing as the “typical” artist.  As one staff member recommends, “Don’t 
assume all artists are X, Y and Z. They are individuals.” The individuals served over 2.5 years were 
from different backgrounds, with different interests, skill levels and financial capacities. Some were 
immediately drawn to Collinwood; others knew right away that it wasn’t the place for them. Some 
wanted to live here, some wanted to work here and some just wanted to do project work. 

Those variations presented some challenges. Due to artists’ different interests and needs, they 
approached different staff members as their initial points of contact. With multiple staff members 
engaged, it could get a bit unwieldy monitoring who was being served and how the service was being 
delivered.

Staff had to balance wanting to be supportive of artists who were less familiar with the 
neighborhood, space ownership or community arts programming, with avoiding being patronizing 
to those artists who were already deeply engaged. While the vast majority of artists served gave us 
high marks on our services, at least one artist felt we missed the mark: “I think these programs are 
ridiculous and an insult to artists’ intelligence. Before developers and architects started following 
artists around, artists did just fine finding neighborhoods they could afford.”

Not all offerings or components were correct for everyone. We believed our job was to help those 
artists that did want to get engaged, all while maintaining respect for them as individuals. One staff 
member shares that it was critical to value artists as “professionals … thinking about them as 
intelligent, thoughtful, strategic individuals that can inform decision-making.” Artists might need some 
assistance to acquire property or to launch a community project, but these were passionate people 
ready to go. 

Take our Artists in Residence grants component. We knew this resource would not be of interest or 
a good fit for everyone we served. One artist explains that “I’m self-employed full-time as an artist, 
and it seems like [the Artists in Residence grants] have been a poor fit for my circumstances … I can 
only get the grant money if it ties into some sort of community service programming that gets me 
off track from my work at hand.” 

Collinwood Story Project sound check
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Among those artists who were interested, there were different perspectives on community projects, 
as well as various levels of community work experience, stages of arts training and understanding of 
Collinwood.  A staff member points out that

“Artistic work comes in all shapes and sizes … You need to be prepared to 
help artists navigate what that placement [of high-quality but challenging work] 
in community might mean. The flipside is work that might not be of the highest 
artistic quality but might be more easily accessible for the community. So 
managing the spectrum of artistic perspective is important, as is communicating 
that all of that artistic work has value, just potentially different types of value.”

Some artists needed help managing the “community” and “art” parts of community art projects, 
but we observed the “project” part of the equation sometimes required assistance. One of the 
unexpected situations was a number of artists failed to compensate themselves for their time and 
leadership. Instead, these artists used every grant award dollar for the project.  And sometimes their 
own dollars, too! That can be great for the community in the short-term, but as a Collinwood artist 
shares, “I think the danger is that people that have these great ideas become slaves to those ideas 
and don’t take care of themselves. They are likely going to use all the money for their idea, rather 
than investing in themselves.” 

Providing artists with advice about their art, their community engagement or their finances isn’t 
always easy. Neither is trying to determine how much advice an artist wants. But given the amazing 
diversity of artists in Cleveland and beyond, we believe a one-size-fits-all approach is wrong. 

Artists in Residence 
Program

Appropriate Sta� 
Member

SethOwn

Current 
Resident

Non-
Resident

Property in 
Mind

Still 
Looking

NHS 
Readiness

no < > yes

Rent

Letia

Charlie

Camille John

NSDC CASH

NoteWorthy

PurchaseLease

Residential Grants

Commercial

Northeast Shores CPAC navigating 
artists in 

residence 
support 
system
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CPAC and Northeast Shores always aimed to build more than just 
artist support programs. We wanted to get artists to be enthused and 
substantively engaged in Collinwood. 

Staff members believed that was accomplished. One notes that “you’re 
seeing artists more engaged in community issues,” while another shares 
that “there were artists that were already living in the neighborhood 
that weren’t engaged, and now they’re coming out.”

Staff pointed to Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising grants as 
a driver for heightened artist involvement. One believes that, of all our 
offerings, the funding programs “had the most impact on Collinwood, 
both in terms of providing support to artists and bringing folks 
together to address community issues.” Another points out that grant-
funded projects like “the Waterloo Sculpture Garden, Zoetic Walls and 
the Collinwood Painted Rain Barrel Project seem to have taken on a 
life of their own, beyond the program funding.” 

Artists seem to agree about the impact of grant funding.  Artist 
surveys reveal that 86.1% believe the financial services offered are very 
important for improving artists’ circumstances, while 73.5% said the 
financial services are very important for improving the circumstances 
of a neighborhood.  

Collinwood was home to a number of artists who’d been engaged 
in revitalization from the earliest days of the Waterloo Arts District. 
Our grant programs brought even more artists to the forefront of 
community engagement.  As one staff member points out,

“There’s real value in engaging artists in your work 
beyond the ‘usual suspects.’ If an organization is 
thinking about doing programming like ours, they’ve 
probably already identified a group of engaged artist 
stakeholders … It’s great to have those voices really 
engaged in this type of programming, but I think we’ve 
really benefited from the voices of artists that were less 
visible and less previously engaged, too.” 

increase people’s 
appetite to get 
involved
then leave plenty of room for creativity

Painted Rain Barrel Project, Linda Zolten Wood

Waterloo Sculpture Garden, Omid Tavakoli

Waterloo Sculpture Garden, Omid Tavakoli

Waterloo Arts Fest in Waterloo Sculpture Garden
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There’s always an opportunity to recruit more people to get engaged 
in the neighborhood. One staff member notes we still have work to 
do on that front, as “I don’t think we ever got to the church organist 
crowd … The people doing artistic activity in the neighborhood but 
who probably don’t consider themselves artists.”

Nonetheless, the programs did draw the interest of 118 artists. Part 
of the appeal was the funding, of course, but so was the flexibility 
provided to applicants. Each of the grant programs asked artists 
a broad question (like “How can art be used to activate vacant 
property?”) and then left it open to artists to propose an answer with 
art – anything that they could carry out with a limited budget (on 
average, roughly $7,200) and in a limited timeframe (anywhere from 1 
– 5 months). 

By not prescribing a certain project style or requirement to target 
money toward particular types of expenses, artists were able to 
propose work from their unique perspectives.  A number of artists 
shared their appreciation with that approach 

“When people have access to money, they aren’t 
stressed, and they have better ideas. Having a relatively 
uncomplicated process for how funds could get spent 
allowed us to be creative.” 

“Another thing I think was successful about the grant 
program … was the freedom of being able to have 
access to a relatively unrestricted pot of money that 
gave us flexibility in approach. It wasn’t too scripted.”  

Regardless of the approach you take, our work shows that appealing to 
stakeholders (whether artists or not) can have a huge payoff. You just 
have to figure out how to tap into the passion that’s already there, just 
below the surface. 

from the field
City of Asylum
Within Pittsburgh’s Mexican War Streets, City of Asylum is building a sanctuary 
for endangered writers from around the world. In the midst of that safe haven, 
the organization is empowering those artists to share their work and to play key 
roles in the neighborhood’s revitalization. Their advice:

“Diverse communities are changed by individuals’ sharing space and exchanging 
narratives.  Drawn to a ‘safe space’—one without barriers-to-access, where 
people feel welcome and at home—art then does the work.” 

www.cityofasylumpittsburgh.org

Zoetic Walls, curated by Amy Callahan

Zoetic Walls, curated by Amy Callahan

Zoetic Walls, curated by Amy Callahan

Zoetic Walls, curated by Amy Callahan
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by the numbers
Artists’ Changing Views of Collinwood

Prior to starting the Artists in Residence project, Collinwood was a 
neighborhood with a growing arts district and significant grassroots 
artistic energy in place. With many artists already taking on such 
leadership work, could a change in how the creative community views 
the neighborhood happen? The Picturing Collinwood survey suggests the 
answer is yes. Between 2011 and 2013, there were positive gains among 
this group on 26 of the 29 categories.  A notable exception was a 23.3% 
drop in the number of artists reporting attendance at three or more 
Collinwood arts events in the past year. This possibly was due to the 
growing number of artists engaging with us from outside Cleveland. 
Below are the most notable changes in artist perceptions of the 
neighborhood.

 Artists In 2011 Artists in 2013

Number of artist respondents 86 92

Collinwood is unique. 71.4% 83.3%

Collinwood is creative and 68.2% 80.0%
artistic. 

There’s strong community 41.7% 55.6%
spirit in Collinwood.

I am proud of the Collinwood 55.9% 71.1%
neighborhood.

Collinwood has a lot of good  55.8% 68.9%
housing options. 

In general, quality of life in 31.7% 44.5%
Collinwood is good or very good.

In general, quality of life in 8.3% 4.4%
Collinwood is bad or very bad.

In general, Collinwood is  55.8% 78.9%
changing for the better. 

When Artists Break Ground - Implementation
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Collinwood Photo Project, artist Jerry Schmit (pictured); 
Photo by Michael Spear

Painted Rain Barrel at auction, Linda 
Zolten Wood
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communication
Jack Storey, Saving Cities presentation

Waterloo Arts Fest
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make 
communication 
a priority
Long before the inception of the artist support programs, the Wall Street 
Journal had celebrated Northeast Shores’ and CPAC’s approaches to helping 
artists become homeowners. Travel + Leisure had labeled Collinwood one of 
America’s “Best Secret Neighborhoods.”

Given that positive buzz, there was a bit of uncertainty around how much 
more visibility our modest marketing budget could generate for the 
neighborhood.  Approximately $50,000 was allocated for marketing. Rather 
than spending it all in one place, smaller amounts of money were invested 
in a number of various marketing vehicles.  A new, artist-focused website, 
booklet of services and social media accounts, all billed as “Welcome to 
Collinwood” were developed. We bought print and online advertising and 
hired a public relations consultant to promote the story. Postcards were 
mailed to 12,000 households nationwide.  A program called Welcome to 
Cleveland Weekend was designed to provide subsidies for artists outside 
of Cleveland to spend a weekend and learn more about Cleveland’s unique 
assets.

These relatively modest marketing efforts garnered a wealth of regional and 
national attention. There were 99 different media mentions of the programs 
(67 in the greater Cleveland area, 9 in other regions and 23 in national 
publications). In its first year, the Welcome to Collinwood website attracted 
7,731 visitors, hailing from places throughout the United States and beyond. 

Social media has increased too. Consider that Northeast Shores’ Facebook 
page has been liked 346 times over 33 months (about 10 new likes per 
month), while CPAC’s has been liked 633 times over 38 months (about 
17 per month). The Welcome to Collinwood Facebook page, meanwhile, 
received 530 likes over 6 months producing a higher monthly rate of about 
88 likes.

All that heightened visibility has arguably had an immense impact on both 
Collinwood and the artists that call it home. Several staff members describe 
what the benefit has been

“I think you can see evidence of media coverage … And 
the inquiries that we’re getting. There have absolutely been 
inquiries, and lots and lots and lots of them … People’s 
awareness is growing, and their interest level is growing.” 

An Introduction to North Shore Collinwood
with lots of great resources for artists!

Welcome to Collinwood. If you 
haven’t heard about us before, 
it’s probably because we’ve all 
had our heads down working 
on improving the neighborhood 
where we live and work. 

We’re  the epicenter of 
Rust Belt chic ... Railyards 
that rub elbows with pristine 
beaches, polka dances 
down the street from indie 
rock. We’re an urban 
laboratory for new ideas 
about how to make cities 
flourish.  We’re row after row 
of century-old cottages. 
We’re new meets old. 

Sorry if that sounded like a time share pitch. 
We get excited talking about Collinwood. It’s 
seriously a great neighborhood and getting 
greater everyday, thanks in large part to the 
passion of everyday residents and to the 
efforts of our exploding arts community. 

Street after street,  
musicians, photographers, 
writers and other artists 
are transforming our 
neighborhood into 
something great. In 
return, they’re getting to 
live and work in a great 
urban neighborhood, and 
we’re helping to make it 
affordable for them. 
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We’re working to help 
the art community 
put down roots here. 
When word got out 
that we were offering 
artists houses in the 
neighborhood for as 
little as $5,000, we 
started seeing artists 
move in from as far 
away as Nova Scotia 
and New Zealand. 

But the truth is 
we’re offering 
our artist 
community a 
lot more than 
just cheap 
houses. We’re 
helping them 
launch new 
businesses 
out of 
neighborhood 
storefronts, 
aidiing them 
in securing 
low-interest 
financing 
and even 
commissioning 
them to do 
large-sclae 
public art 
projects. 

As you can see at the left, 
we offer a range of services 
to artists who want to live 
or work in the North Shore 
Collinwood neighborhood. 
Sure, we want you to be  
               homeowners. But we  
               also want to help  
               you be merchants.  
               And community  
               leaders. 

That’s why we’re investing more 
than $1 million next year in 
support artists, including more 
than $100,000 in support for 
artists’ community projects in the 
neighborhood.  

At the end of the day, 
we know artists willl 
make that investment 
worthwhile through 
the investment of their 
own time, creativity 
and passion for our 
neighborhood. 

Think you’re up for that 
challenge? Ready to 
join us in creating the 
next great American 
neighborhood? 
Check us out at www.
welcometocollinwood.
com. Or give us a call 
at 216.481.7660, and 
we’ll be happy to get 
you more information. 

www.welcometocollinwood.com
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52 When Artists Break Ground - Communication

“For artists to get momentum around their projects, immediately they’ve 
become visible on a national stage.”

“The response from people outside of the neighborhood … validated 
the work of artists more generally.  Artists who already felt this type of 
investment is important now have something that helps them articulate 
their case, something to point to.”

Reaching these outcomes has depended on not only on an overall marketing approach 
it can also be attributed to individual, person to person communications. People’s 
impressions of the projects and us might have been shaped by our branding materials, 
but each meeting, phone call or piece of paper we provided them was also influential. 
One artist, for instance, was attracted by our overall program but was overwhelmed by 
our Artists in Residence grant forms: “The forms are difficult to use both technologically 
and answering questions that don’t fit a given situation.  Artists hate forms!”

Staff strived to reach out to artists with as much helpful information as possible. That’s 
not to say, however, that communication is a one-way street. One staff member notes 
that “community development across our country is ridiculously understaffed, so be 
patient. We provide good service, but not necessarily fast service.” A number of artists 
also advise artists to be proactive about communicating with community development 
groups and other organizations working to support them. One suggests that, as an artist, 
you should “Make sure you solicit information and don’t just expect it.  Ask question 
after question after question if you don’t understand something or you’re upset about 
something.” 

Artists should consider communication and marketing as it relates to their projects. 
Several staff members noted the funded artists seemed to place more emphasis on 
project planning than on project marketing.  At least one artist shares this sentiment: 
“I ended up not putting money toward marketing, and it’s probably a big mistake. I 
think...that would be the thing you would want in place.” Another artist recommends 
that artists “reach out to their community development organizations, particularly to 
community organizers and to other public service providers (libraries, schools, social 
service agencies), to learn more about the community and to get feedback on how to 
reach people in the neighborhood.”

For artists, community development groups and other creative placemakers, frequent 
and good communication can be critical. Failing to focus on communication as a priority 
could result in your extraordinary work being widely recognized as a gem by a small 
group of people and little recognized beyond.   
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Artists in Residence Program to Help Cleveland Artists Live
Affordably; Welcome Weekend Set for 8/1-4

Tweet 0 0

As many starving artists and musicians know, being an artist is one

of the most rewarding and fulfilling careers one can have. But the

price of pursuing your dream career can be high, especially with

costs of supplies, travel, housing and studio space. That's where

the Artists in Residence Program (AIR) based out of Cleveland

comes into play. This program aims to help prospective artists live affordably while growing their

business.

With the AIR program, this allows artists and musicians the option to own an affordable permanent

location in the Cleveland area where notable art festivals and events are held each year including

the Tremont Arts Fest, Waterloo Arts Festival, Murray Hill Art Walk, Boston Mills Arts Fest, Cain Park

Arts Festival and more. With AIR, the initiative sells homes to artists for as low as $6,500 in the

North Shore Collinwood area. In addition, the program also offers discounted neighborhood

storefronts. Once artists and musicians are in their space, the program also assists with grants and

loans for everything from fixing a leaky roof to weatherizing their home.

The program is organized by the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture (CPAC) and Northeast

Shores Development Corporation. The overall goal is to increase artists' access to affordable space

within Cleveland and to develop a replicable model for increasing artists' participation in the

revitalization of other neighborhoods and other industrial cities across the country.

'The AIR program is a great model to build out artistic communities around the nation that are

affordable and make sense for artists and musicians. It's our goal to launch the initiative in the

Cleveland area and carefully study the results and effect on the neighborhood,' said CPAC chief

operating officer Megan Van Voorhis. 'It's our hope that the program will continually grow and build

out the local arts and music scene. From there, we will be able to share this model and program with

other rust belt cities in the nation to do the same.'

'Offering affordable housing in a neighborhood that is up and coming is a great way for artists to

keep their costs low and invest in their business, whether they are from the surrounding

neighborhood or a few hours away,' said Brian Friedman, executive director of Northeast Shores

Development Corporation. 'North Shore Collinwood is the perfect opportunity for artists who do this

as a full-time career. With a thriving arts scene and affordable living, it's perfect for those who

commute back and forth throughout the year to cut costs and increase their business exposure.'

For artists and musicians interested in learning more about the program, AIR will be hosting a

'Welcome to Cleveland' weekend from August 1st- 4th. This event will be bringing artists from all

over the country together to learn about AIR and the city. CPAC and Northeast Shores will also be

assisting artists with hotel costs, ground transportation and meals. Participants will have the

opportunity to check out some of the area's most artist-friendly neighborhoods and meet a wide

range of fellow creative spirits. Highlights include:

? Three nights at the beautiful, historic and centrally located Hyatt at the Arcade

(http://cleveland.hyatt.com).

? Guided tours and programming, led by some of Cleveland's most knowledgeable and passionate

community development workers, cultural workers and artists.

- See cultural organizations, arts districts and artist housing, with time left over for artists' own

personal exploration.

- Complementary daytime and evening arts programming.

- Ground transportation throughout artists' stay.

- Five meals giving participants a taste of Cleveland's nationally celebrated culinary scene.

'Without a doubt, it's our hope by introducing the Artists in Residence Program in the Collinwood

area and working with other artists from around the country that we will be able to replicate this

program and share it with other cities nationwide, said Van Voorhis.

By working together as artistic communities, we can grow our nation's thriving arts scene one city at

a time.'

For more information on the Artists in Residence program, visit www.welcometocollinwood.com.

Details and tickets for Welcome to Cleveland Weekend can be purchased by visiting

http://welcometocleveland.eventbrite.com.

The Artists in Residence Program (AIR) is organized by the Community Partnership for Arts and
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Welcome to Cleveland

by David Hirsh

It is no secret to a Native Clevelander, or anyone who spends more than ten minutes in the

city that Cleveland has a thriving arts scene. It is also an all too common tale that anyone

who tells friends and family from outside of Cleveland of this fact is laughed at. How then do

you change people’s perceptions? Easy, you bring them to Cleveland so that they can see

for themselves!

Enter the Welcome to Cleveland Weekend. An event co-hosted by Northeast Shores

Development Corporation and the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture (CPAC). The

event is aimed specifically at out-of-town artists, inviting them to visit Cleveland for a

weekend, see the opportunities that are potentially available that might not be in a New York

or Chicago and to consider relocating to Cleveland.

Seth Beattie, Director of Strategic Initiatives at CPAC explains, “This is a really exciting and

unique event for Cleveland. This opportunity is giving artists from out of town the ability to

experience the city from all angles and to understand what being an artist here is really all

about.”

Visitors will stay in the Hyatt Arcade Hotel downtown, have guided tours of Cleveland’s

premiere artist neighborhoods and institutions, and experience the world class culinary

scene. Clevelanders know that the city has arrived as a thriving arts center, now the

Welcome to Cleveland Weekend gives out-of-town artists the chance to understand that as

well and potentially relocate here and join in.

For more info about the Welcome to Cleveland Weekend happening August 1st through

August 4th check out our web site!

http://welcometocollinwood.com/
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Artists in Residence

by Seth Beattie

It’s an unusually warm Tuesday afternoon, and a group of Collinwood artists and other
community members are sitting patiently in the work area at Azure Stained Glass Studio
on Waterloo Road. The group is in the middle of sheet after sheet of brightly colored glass
art, the beautiful work of neighborhood artists Mary Zodnik and Ben Parsons. They’re
waiting to hear about a major new initiative launching in the North Collinwood
neighborhood.

Then the news comes. Collinwood has been selected to host Artists in Residence, a two-
year, $500,000 initiative designed to increase artists’ role in neighborhood revitalization. 

Thanks to Leveraging Investments in Creativity and the Kresge Foundation, two national
arts funders, the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture and Northeast Shores
Development Corporation have been given the ability to launch a giant experiment to ask:
What happens when the neighborhood helps artists … And when we ask artists to help
the neighborhood.

Between now and 2013, the program will provide artists with small loans to help them buy
or fix up properties in the Waterloo area (and for long-term artists, to rehab their existing
properties elsewhere in the neighborhood), as well as small grants to carry out community
projects together with non-artist residents. The program will also work to help artists
connect with other homeownership services and will market the neighborhood and the city
as a good place for artists to live and work.

Over the next two years, leaders across the country will be looking at what’s happening
in Collinwood to see what happens when artists play a bigger role in community work.
They’ll be studying what makes Collinwood special. But then we already know the answer
to that.

Art Grows Along the Railyards

Artists in Residence is just the latest step in a long history of artists making a difference
in the Collinwood neighborhood. Since the days when you could walk down Waterloo to
the railyards, neighborhood residents were singing, dancing and painting the
neighborhood’s history and culture. From the days of local music legend Frankie Yankovic,
Collinwood has been an epicenter for Eastern European performances. You can still enjoy
a good polka at the Slovenian Workmen’s Home on Friday nights.

But we all know that this isn’t just the Polka King Neighborhood. This is a community of
painting and photography and sculpture and writing. It’s punk. It’s rock and roll. It’s a place
where art is making a real difference.

Take a look at the Beachland Ballroom. When long-time resident Cindy Barber opened
the doors of this nationally celebrated music hall back in 2000, Waterloo storefronts were
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Time and again the question is asked, “Do you want to be an artist, or do

you want to be an artist in New York  City?” And these days, what with the

Interwebs and all, we can stay up on the most current ideas and practices

from anywhere. Yesterday at the Share-B-Q

(http://brooklyncommune.org/2013/06/22/the-brooklyn-commune-bastille-

day-sharebq/)it definitely came up – maybe the new artistic enclave is

everywhere. So why not live someplace where you can get a house, a

backyard even, and not have to always be overworked, underpaid and

basically running on an insane gerbil wheel chasing after imaginary carrots?
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Any artist or musician can tell you how tough it is to get by

these days. A bad economy, the price of music is way down

and people are just as likely to stay at home and watch Netflix

as they are to go see a band play live. So what's an artist

supposed to do to get by? Cleveland's Artists In Residence

program has a way to help.

They help artists buy homes, or get in storefront locations by

working with Community Partnership for Arts and Culture

(CPAC) and Northeast Shores Development Corporation to

give assistance to Cleveland artists. Artists can get a home for

as low as $6,500, or a storefront studio to work & sell your

wares in the North Shore Collinwood area. Since this part of

town is close to events like the Tremont Arts Fest, Waterloo

Arts Festival, Murray Hill Art Walk, Boston Mills Arts Fest and

Cain Park Arts Festival, artists can stay in touch with the scene.

I can tell you that it's tough to find a good place to live and work

that's also a good artist's community. I used to have a studio in

the Rossmor Building in St. Paul, and the art-friendly

Lowertown neighborhood went through the gentrification

process in the mid-2000's. The city council was onboard with

the process and the building was bought by a developer who

claimed to be REALLY interested in the arts ... but he was only

interested in using the building's mystique as a legendary arts

community to sell converted condos. Artists were priced out of

the building (an indirect way of kicking us out) and the building

is really not about art ... it's just a condo building in downtown

St Paul.

The problem with gentrification is that when artists and

musicians turn an offbeat neighborhood into a thriving artistic

community, businesses grow and the neighborhood becomes

interesting and diverse. Then the developers come in, try cash

in on the vibe, but end up ruining the vibe. And the community.

CPAC chief operating officer Megan Van Voorhis is trying to do

different. “It’s our hope that the program will continually grow

and build out the local arts and music scene. From there, we

will be able to share this model and program with other rust belt
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Artists have often been inadvertent engines of economic development here in Northeast Ohio. Painters, musicians and other

creative folks looking for cheap rents were the pioneers that helped re-inhabit once failing neighborhoods like Tremont and

the Warehouse District. For the past two years, the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture has collaborated with the

Northeast Shores Development Corporation to lure artists, from around the country, to Cleveland's Collinwood neighborhood,

home of the Beachland Ballroom.

The Artists in Residence program (http://welcometocollinwood.com/index.php/help/welcome-to-cleveland/) claims to have brought nearly

300 people to settle in Cleveland, and this weekend, 13 more prospects are coming to town to see if the city is a good fit for them.

Northeast Shore’s Brian Friedman gives us a tour. 

Additional Information

CLICK HERE FOR MORE on the Artists in Residence program (http://welcometocollinwood.com/index.php/help/welcome-to-cleveland/)
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development news
welcome weekend draws a dozen artists ready to sign
leases, move here
THURSDAY, AUGUST 08, 2013

Welcome to Cleveland, an artists' visitation weekend

hosted by Northeast Shores CDC and the Community

Partnership for Arts and Culture, drew about a dozen

artists to Cleveland, many of whom have signed

leases and are expected to move here.

"The weekend exceeded our expectations by far,"

says Brian Friedman, Executive Director of Northeast

Shores. "We didn't know they'd be so ready to go."

The artists were impressed not only by Cleveland's

affordability but also by the accessibility of the rich

arts scene here, Friedman says. "For them it was

really the connectedness -- there's a much stronger

ability for artists to network and connect here than in

many of the communities where they're from."

The artists came from Brooklyn, Boston and Atlanta, among other locations. They

were responsible for getting to Cleveland, but the nonprofit partners put them up

in a hotel and covered most of their costs once they got here. The group spent the

weekend on a whirlwind tour of North Collinwood, Slavic Village, St. Clair Superior,

Ohio City, Tremont and Detroit Shoreway. Activities included a visit to the

Cleveland Museum of Art and brunch at the Beachland Ballroom.

Northeast Shores and CPAC marketed to 12,000 artists nationally for the Artist-

in-Residence program. Friedman says that since launching the effort a few years

ago, he's seen 83 artists move to Cleveland, open a business, or do a project here.

Some of the artists who responded to the visitation weekend weren't sure if it was

real. "They weren't sure if we would try to sell them a timeshare," says Friedman.

"We told them, 'Really, just come. We want you to come be creative in Cleveland.'"

Once the artists move here, the nonprofit partners will help connect them to arts

organizations and community efforts in their new neighborhoods. "We'll make sure

that they get connected to the fabric of what's going on," says Friedman. "We

anticipate that's the beginning of developing deeper roots in Cleveland."

Source: Brian Friedman
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in the news
northeast shores/collinwood scores huge placemaking
grant from artplace
THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 2012

Of the 47 projects awarded grants from ArtPlace to

support their use of the arts to improve quality of

place and transform their communities, only one was

from Ohio.

The creative placemaking grants totaled $15.4

million.

“Across the country, cities and towns are using the arts to help shape their social,

physical, and economic characters,” said NEA Chairman Rocco Landesman. “The

arts are a part of everyday life, and I am thrilled to see yet another example of

arts organizations working with city, state, and federal offices to help strengthen

and revitalize their communities through the arts. It is wonderful that ArtPlace

and its funders have recognized this work and invested in it so generously.”

ArtPlace received almost 2200 letters of inquiry from organizations seeking a

portion of the money available for grants. One of those letters came from

Collinwood.

Using Art to Spark Redevelopment

Collinwood Rising 

$500,000

Northeast Shores Development Corporation – Cleveland, OH

To creatively combat urban vacancy and foreclosure in Cleveland’s North Shore

Collinwood neighborhood, Collinwood Rising will work with artists to establish

replicable development models for artist space in older industrial cities, leveraging

ongoing HUD and municipal investments.

Great news, Collinwood.
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Welcome to Collinwood 
by Sam Allard

If Cleveland is "a laboratory for rethinking how slow-growth cities prosper"—via Cuyahoga Partnership for Arts and Culture (CPAC) — then artists are both its scientists and its lab rats.

In fact Collinwood has become the nucleus or petri dish of a massive experiment at CPAC's culturally attuned hands, one which encourages artists to move to the neighborhood by incentivizing

long-term residence and providing funding for creative projects and engagement with the community.

One of the cooler things they've been up to culminated last month, when CPAC and Northeast Shores CDC hosted a dozen artists from around the country. Their goal was to attract them to the

region and the neighborhood with an extensive "arts tour." Visiting artists had to get to Cleveland on their own dime. But once they arrived, meals and lodging were largely taken care of.

Northeast Shores executive director Brian Friedman said the weekend exceeded his and everyone's expectations. Seth Beattie, CPAC's strategic initiative director (sweet title) said at least three

of the visiting artists broke away from the group to sign leases, or at least registered for the home-ownership course for the $6,500 fixer-uppers available to artists in Collinwood.

You read correctly. Artists can buy a home for $6,500.

"It's really affirming for us, as outsiders to see people have such a positive experience," says Beattie.

Essence Woodard and Chioma Okotiero, two best friends and roommates living in New York City, certainly had a positive experience. They intend to move to Cleveland as soon as possible.

"I'm a die-hard New Yorker," said Woodard over the phone. "I've lived in a lot of places: Miami, L.A., Puerto Rico, but I always come back. Nothing resonates with me in the same way. No place is

going to be exactly like NYC, but I think Cleveland is the change I've been looking for."

Why does she need a change at all?

"The rents here are astronomical," Woodard says of NYC. "They keep getting higher and higher, and the pay is not getting any higher. The food is expensive. And you pay more than half your

paycheck to live in a tiny box."

Okotieuro agrees. And the arts culture in Cleveland was more dynamic than either of them thought possible.

"In New York, there are street artists, there are museums everywhere; everybody is an artist. You can't even get on the subway without seeing an artist. But in Cleveland, it was like there was

even more. And you're surrounded by a great art community. That's important."

The weekend featured neighborhood tours of North Collinwood, Slavic Village, St. Clair Superior, Ohio City, Tremont and Detroit Shoreway, a downtown historic tour, several live performances,

a visit to the Cleveland Museum of Art and a musical brunch at the Beachland Ballroom.

Beattie says he isn't sure if there will be more jam-packed "Welcome to Cleveland" weekends in the future —this was sort of the culmination of the two-year pilot program he oversaw.

"We're treating all of this as an experiment to see how we really move forward, but based on the results, we'll certainly be exploring whether or not there's an appetite for more work like this

from our partners," Beattie says. (And of course he's always willing to give personal tours).
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North Shore Collinwood artist Michael

Loderstedt gives Welcome to Cleveland

participants a glimpse of his backyard

garden. 

View Image Gallery

Welcome to Cleveland changes perceptions and wows

visiting artists

by Tonya Broach

Did you ever have a secret that you just couldn’t keep

to yourself and wanted to tell everybody? Well, so do

we! Some of you, of course, already know the secret –

that our city and our neighborhood have a thriving arts

scene and wonderful opportunities for artists. Now,

thanks to the fun-filled Welcome to Cleveland

Weekend, it’s not a secret anymore.

From August 1st through August 4th, ten attendees

from Atlanta, Boston, New York and other locations

around the nation had the chance to come together and

celebrate what both North Shore Collinwood and

Cleveland has to offer them … and all at a ridiculously

low cost! Hotel accommodations, ground transportation

and meals were included, along with opportunities to

check out some of Cleveland’s most artist-friendly

neighborhoods, including our own. To add to the

experience, they were able to meet and network with a

wide range of fellow creative spirits that lent their voices

and insights about what makes our community such a

great place.

The much anticipated event was co-hosted by

Northeast Shores Development Corporation and the Community Partnership for Arts and

Culture and was designed for artists considering a move to Cleveland. Visitors enjoyed a

three-night stay at the Hyatt Regency Hotel inside of the historic Arcade downtown.

Weekend highlights included guided tours of Cleveland’s premiere artist neighborhoods and

institutions, behind-the-scenes access to some of Cleveland’s great cultural organizations,

complimentary daytime and evening arts programming and tours of houses and storefronts

that are being targeted for artist ownership. The annual Euclid Beach Blast also proved to be

a big treat for Welcome to Cleveland attendees. The weekend concluded with a delicious

brunch at the Beachland Ballroom where guests enjoyed great food, networked with local

artists and shared their thoughts about their Cleveland experience.

The event seemed to be a big hit. By the end of the weekend, 9 of 10 participants were

actively making plans to relocate to Cleveland, with 5 looking specifically at purchasing

property in North Shore Collinwood. Jewelry artist Vincent Hawley summed up what a lot of

participants felt – that the event created a great impression of the city and made pretty

much everyone want to move here!

Visual artist Nathan Ehlers volunteers that, because of the event, “my entire outlook on the

city of Cleveland had been transformed.”

“Previously I had no idea why anyone would live in Cleveland. When I pictured the city, it

was a big empty space. I had no idea that 90% of what we saw on this weekend existed.”

He goes on to share that “after this weekend and seeing the investment and support for the

Collinwood neighborhood, I'm certain we're going to go forward with buying a property and

relocating there.”

Meanwhile, Atlanta-based artist Sherrie Hauser-Simmons offers one specific piece of advice

about Welcome to Cleveland Weekend: “Keep offering it.”

Northeast Shores and the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture are continuously

working every day to increase artists' access to space ownership, grants and loans ... and

are making sure that artists get a chance to play a big role in neighborhood revitalization.

Find out about all sorts of artist resources unique to the North Shore Collinwood

neighborhood, including details about Welcome to Cleveland Weekend, by visiting

www.welcometocollinwood.com.
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for good
cleveland arsenal will reward city's most passionate
advocates
THURSDAY, JANUARY 19, 2012

Are you militant about your love for Cleveland? A

recently launched civic initiative entitled Cleveland

Arsenal aims to reward the grassroots boosterism

you've been doing -- while also spreading some of that

love to far-flung corners of the region and beyond.

Cleveland Arsenal is a competition that will reward

five hardcore Cleveland enthusiasts with $1,000 in

cold, hard cash. In exchange, they'll be asked to use

their connections and creativity to extol the city's

virtues far and wide.

"We want people who are good at sharing their love of

Cleveland to be rewarded for their efforts," says Brian

Friedman, Executive Director of Northeast Shores Development Corporation, a

nonprofit that serves North Collinwood.

Cleveland Arsenal is being launched as a part of the Northeast Shores Artists in

Residence program, an effort to redevelop the North Collinwood neighborhood and

Waterloo Arts District using artist-based development practices. In short, the

focused initiative aims to attract more artists to live in North Collinwood, and to

help those that are there to be successful and engage with the community.

Friedman says it's not a requirement that Cleveland Arsenal winners blog about

North Collinwood, but adds, "We think what we're doing is so cool that they'll want

to." Winners will meet with other passionate Clevelanders, develop a plan for

sharing Cleveland's story locally and beyond, hear from Cleveland's young leaders

and hone their skills at communicating about their beloved city.

Friedman says such grassroots marketing efforts, far from being scattershot,

produce results. "We're already getting more inquiries from people outside of

Northeast Ohio who are interested in what we're doing to support artists."

Got a sonnet to pen or Youtube video to stream for your Rust Belt paramore?

Applications to Cleveland Arsenal are due by 5 p.m., Tuesday, January 31st.
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Helluva Town

Cleveland rocks
New York-based artists seek refuge from high rents in Cleveland, Ohio.

Irina Ivanova

Published: September 15, 2013 - 12:01 am

Cleveland could be the latest city to benefit as local artists flee New York's high cost of living.

Several nonprofits there recently hosted a "Welcome to Cleveland" weekend, offering an all-expenses-paid tour of eight

neighborhoods and an introduction to the city's artist-friendly financing, including grants for public art projects and homes

priced as low as $6,500. Seth Beattie, strategic initiatives director of the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture, said

helping artists buy homes is a win-win: It returns vacant properties to the city's tax base while helping a group with

significant barriers to home ownership. "Even if you're just selling one house, you can begin to justify this type of marketing

experience," he said.

Creatives, too, are feeling the returns. Writer Jim Mason, who lived in New York for 27 years before moving to Cleveland in

2010, said, "I've done more readings since I moved here than when I lived in Brooklyn."

He added, "It just seems like a more literary place, to be honest."

Entire contents ©2013 Crain Communications Inc.
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These commercial and home ownership opportunities also achieve
another great outcome for artists ... The programs incentivize artists to
review their financial situations. Working with Neighborhood Housing
Services of Greater Cleveland, each artist who is interested in
purchasing space from Northeast Shores is required to complete free
homeownership coursework, financial planning and credit counseling.
Regardless of whether the artist ultimately buys a space, this exercise
itself is ensuring that artists are increasing their financial literacy and
more fully understanding their credit, savings, income threshhold, etc. It
leaves them more "bankable" and less subject to victimization of
changes neighborhoods, wherever they ultimately may live.

Beyond this, we are continuing to develop an infrastructure of support
for artists, beyond affordable space. CPAC continues to work
throughout greater Cleveland to develop support systems for the arts

and culture sector and to get artists and arts and culture groups more connected to the
broader community. The newest effort on that front is the earliest stages of work to
increase connectivity between artists, arts and culture organizations and our city's
immense health and human services sector. Northeast Shores, meanwhile, continues to
raise funds for grants to support artists' community projects in the neighborhood, as well
as for targeted investments in artist live-work space, artist apartments and artist
commercial space. It's important to note, however, that Northeast Shores is developing
programs and services not only for artists but also for other low- and moderate-income
populations, too. While artists are a key part of that service delivery, our organizations
believe healthy neighborhoods are ones with a diverse mix of socioeconomic
backgrounds, so we're developing a broad range of tools to minimize the harm of potential
gentrification for everyone. 

Why did you choose the neighborhood of Collinwood for this project?
Technically speaking, we actually didn't. When CPAC received its first investment in the
Artists in Residence program, a $250,000 grant from Leveraging Investments in Creativity,
we launched a citywide competition to host the community program. We received 14
applications from community development groups across the city, which I think
demonstrates just how much value Cleveland places on the arts as a key component of
community revitalization. We then convened a panel of arts and community development
professionals who narrowed the set of applications to 5 contenders, before they ultimately
selected Northeast Shores and North Shore Collinwood as the strongest applicant.

This application process enabled us to structure decision-making about where we would
locate the project on some of the key philosophies of the program ... That we would be
working with a partner that already had a strong strategy in place for working with artists,
that was aggressively issues like neighborhood vacancy and that had a broader strategy
for advancing low- and moderate-income residents, as well as other traditionally
underserved populations. Engaging a panel in the process ensured that we were getting a
lot of voices and perspectives in the process and being very thoughtful about where the
program investment would have the most benefit both for artists and for the broader
community. And clearly the panel chose wisely! Northeast Shores has shown a real
depth of understanding and appreciation for artists, and it's been an absolutely great
partnership, with both organizations bringing their respective resources, expertise and
energy to advancing the neighborhood in a new way. 
 
Is there an audience and/or for the artists who move into this area? Can you tell
me more about the cultural scene of Cleveland at large?
Absolutely. I don't think that Cleveland has the national reputation that it should for being
a community of arts-appreciators. One of the earliest studies CPAC conducted, back in
the late 1990s, showed that the average resident of greater Cleveland was about 3 times
more likely to have attended some kind of arts event in the past year than a sports event.
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture 2012 Report to the Community
(http://www.cacgrants.org/downloads/CAC_2012_Report_to_the_Community.pdf) demonstrates that

broad level of audience interest, too. Among the organization's more than 100 grantees,
there is an estimated combined annual attendance of 6 million, taking place in nearly
2,000 different locations across the country ... And that's not counting a slew of
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Cleveland Is Ready To Rock: Are You?

South Collinwood artist Tonya Broach helps lead a Welcome to Cleveland tour of Jeffry Chiplis's

neon studio in the city's Tremont neighborhood. Seth Beattie

On a depressed stretch of Broadway on Cleveland's formerly resplendent east end,

an old Woolworth's building with sky-high ceilings and staggering square footage sat

dusty and mostly vacant, save the assorted merchandising debris scattered about.

Our group of five -- me, three visiting artists and our guide -- was being led on an

abbreviated tour of the recession-battered neighborhood by Susan Gordon, director

of Community Building at Slavic Village Development, one of more than two dozen

community development groups dedicated to aggressively revitalizing and
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Grants available for artists living, working in

Collinwood--online version

by Seth Beattie

Over the past several months, a new program has been taking form in North Shore

Collinwood. Northeast Shores and the Community Partnership for Arts and Culture (CPAC)

have been working to develop Artists in Residence, a two-year program that aims to make

our neighborhood an even better place for artists to live and work.

Last week, the organizations launched the Artists in Residence grants program. Over the

next two years, the program will provide $100,000 in funding to artists who live or work in the

North Shore Collinwood neighborhood to support their community arts projects. The partners

involved in the project will distribute this grant money in three rounds, with $30,000 available

in the first round. The program asks artists to submit their ideas for arts projects that would

address one of five priorities identified by neighborhood residents, workers and visitors –

telling the story of neighborhood residents; raising the visibility of neighborhood assets;

addressing public safety; combating vacancy; or providing opportunities for neighborhood

youth. If you are a resident of North Shore Collinwood or work at least 15 hours a week in

the neighborhood, you are eligible to compete for a grant of up to $7,500.

Applications for the first round of funding are due March 16th. You can learn more about the

grant program at http://www.cpacbiz.org/ftp_file/11-12/Summer2012Guidelines.pdf and

access the application form at http://www.cpacbiz.org/ftp_file/11-

12/Summer2012ApplicationForm.pdf. Northeast Shores and CPAC will also be holding grant

workshops with additional information about the application. The first workshop takes place

at the Slovenian Workmen’s Home, 15335 Waterloo Road, Saturday, January 28, from 1:30

– 3:00 p.m. A second workshop will also take place Thursday, February 9, from 6:00 – 8:00

p.m. Workshops are free and open to the public, but you must register at

http://artistsinresidencegrants.eventbrite.com/ or

http://artistsinresidencegrants2.eventbrite.com/.  

Grant funding is just one part of the larger Artists in Residence initiative. Northeast Shores

and CPAC are also in the process of launching several other program features, including a

new low-interest loan program designed specifically for North Shore Collinwood artists.

These loans will support artists who want to create arts-specific space in the neighborhood

that’s not always easy to get a residential mortgage to cover. Examples might include

conversion of a garage into a recording studio or purchasing equipment to do home-based

printmaking. Details about this new offering will be available in early February.

Artists in Residence has been made possible through the investment of several national

foundations, including Leveraging Investments in Creativity, the Kresge Foundation and the

Ford Foundation, and through additional generous support from a Charter One Growing

Communities Grant and funding from the George Gund Foundation.

If you have any questions or would like any more information about the Artists in Residence

program, please contact Seth Beattie at 216.481.7660 orsbeattie@northeastshores.org.

Seth Beattie is Artists in Residence Coordinator at Northeast Shores.

Seth Beattie
Artists in Residence Coordinator Northeast Shores

Read More on Northeast Shores
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know your audience
CPAC has been serving local artists for nearly 17 years, and Northeast Shores has been helping 
artists purchase property since 2004. Nonetheless, a great deal was learned about the artists who 
would specifically be interested in Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising.

Attaining a sense of the target market started with research. CPAC’s Putting 
Artists on the Map revealed that 72% of artists surveyed would be interested 
in obtaining affordable homes through the Cuyahoga Land Bank.  This data 
was validation of the potential demand for Northeast Shores’ $6,500 houses. 
The report also outlined the artists who were most interested in this type of 
homeownership program – those who were younger, had lower incomes, were 
currently renting and living in multi-family or industrial buildings.

It was a great start to understanding the artist market.  And by providing a data 
firm with the addresses of artists and homebuyers already in Collinwood, we 
were able to create an even more nuanced “buyer profile.” Our market was 

• Households earning between $15,000 and $75,000; 
• Individuals between the ages of 22 and 60 with at least a college degree;
• Individuals working in a target occupation (e.g. self-employed, teacher, architect, etc.); 
• People that rented their space and had lived at their current address for five years or less; 

and
• Those who had an expressed interest in both art and rock music.

National marketing was aimed at prospects that resembled the Collinwood artist profile. This put 
information into the hands of those people who were most likely to appreciate it and respond.

Google Analytics on the Welcome to Collinwood website provided a general sense of where 
interested artists might be. Initially, we saw that website traffic was widespread. Visitors to the 
Welcome to Collinwood site came from 174 of the nation’s 210 media markets. However, not every 
media market produced equal amounts of interest. The largest visitation was from the Cleveland-
Akron-Canton region at 30.4%. There was also significant traffic from the country’s most populated 
cities, including New York (11.7%), Los Angeles (8.4%) and Chicago (6.8%). 

Northeast Shores and CPAC tracked what interested our audience, including how many artists 
inquired about each of our 28 programs and services. To date, the most popular offerings have been 
Artists in Residence grants (18.7% of inquiring artists), storefront space (18.4%), Collinwood Rising 
commissions (16.3%) and $6,500 houses (15.2%). 

Through our monthly e-newsletter, we’ve also tracked how often users clicked on links. It was 
somewhat surprising to discover that, by far, the most clicked features were about neighborhood 
events (35.6% of all clicks). Our online audience thoroughly enjoyed having a better sense of what 
was happening in Collinwood. When we observed just links for the core artist programs, subscribers 
clicked most on the artist space link (57.0%), followed by artist grants (33.1%), with artist loans 
bringing up the rear (9.9%).

Northern Ohio Data & Information Service

Putting artists on the Map
A fi ve-part study of greater Cleveland artists’ location decisions

Putting Artists on the Map
2011
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The research presented a much better understanding of the artists who might be interested in our 
programs and what their needs might be; however, there are some caveats to use of the data.

First, while the research has been valuable, client and field experiences have been equally important. 
Working with 369 artists, staff learned by doing, drawing their own conclusions about who we serve 
and what they need:

“For me, it’s almost been a learning curve, because I’m not an artist, learning 
what an artist wants and [particularly understanding] differences between artists 
with children and artists without.” 
“Customer service is really important with working with artists because they 
are so close to their own work. Many have never been engaged in formalized 
community processes.” 

These might not be specific data-based perceptions, but staff impressions like these did inform our 
daily efforts.

Second, targeting the work hasn’t meant employing a one-size-fits-all approach. Identifying a target 
market doesn’t mean everyone will fit the standard profile. It allowed us to tailor our marketing and 
outreach; however, we still worked with people of many backgrounds and retained the flexibility to 
address multiple interests.

This raises a third point – addressing multiple artist interests 
may result in multiple target markets. There was strong interest 
in the homeownership offerings and the Artists in Residence 
grants.  Among the 13 artists who became homeowners, only one 
applied for an Artists in Residence grant. This might be due to 
the short timeframe of our work, with artists concentrating on 
rehabbing their new spaces before getting engaged in community 
programming. Or it also implies the target market for artist 
homeownership is different for developing community art projects. 

A critically important part of the work was becoming 
knowledgeable and familiar with the artists we served. Whether 
through research or learning from one-on-one conversations, 
there’s always a lot to discover about the people who want to join 
in placemaking adventures.

There’s 
Something New 
Growing in 
Collinwood ... 

We’re century-old cottages, 
lakefront beaches and a 
bustling arts district. We’re 
where old-school polka is just 
down the street from new-
school indie rock. We’re grit. 
We’re natural beauty. We’re 
the epicenter of Rust Belt chic. 

And we’re the new home of 
choice for creatives. Find out 
how our $1.1 million in grants, 
loans and other artist support 
programs can help make your 
dream a reality, with artist 
homeownership opportunities 
starting at just $6,500.

Visit www.welcometocollinwood.com 
or call us at 216.481.7660 to learn more
about all of our artist services.

Ad for local arts publication, CAN Journal

Collinwood Homes: Sample marketing 
imagery
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by the numbers
taking it national

The large number of artists nationwide (and to some extent global) who had interest in the work 
we’re doing in Collinwood is gratifying. The numbers indicate the Welcome to Collinwood website 
commenced with mostly a local audience. Interest expanded to other areas around the country as 
time passed.  As national visitation has grown, it has become clear precisely where that interest was 
strongest. The Midwest generated a great deal of visits and so did both the East and West Coasts.

visits by geography 

top 10 visitor markets

Cleveland-Akron-Canton ................30.4%
New York ............................................11.7%
Los Angeles .........................................8.4%
Chicago ................................................6.8%
Columbus ............................................2.9%
San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose ....2.5%
Boston-Manchester ..........................1.8%
Detroit .................................................1.7%
Washington DC .................................1.6%
Atlanta .................................................1.3%

Blue Arrow Records
55When Artists Break Ground - Communication
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tell a compelling 
story
Cleveland like many post-industrial cities has had its challenges and set-backs. It has been plagued 
by population loss and underinvestment. The city has been the punch-line of jokes. That’s the past. 
Cleveland is a place with tremendous quality-of-life and low cost-of-living. So, when we actually 
showed visitors our great features, they were pleasantly surprised.

Consider our Welcome to Cleveland Weekend.  Artists were invited to visit the city and explore 
our many amenities. The visiting artists’ hotel and meal expenses were subsidized and the three-day 
agenda was packed with opportunities to visit Cleveland neighborhoods and meet local artists.

A group of 10 artists previously indicating serious interest in the support programs participated.  At 
the conclusion of the weekend, there were nine artists seriously contemplating relocation to our city.  
A couple even broke away to sign leases!

Staff were impressed with the outcomes

“I think the response of Welcome to Cleveland 
Weekend participants was a big success … There’s 
clearly a value proposition that Cleveland could offer 
for artists nationwide on an even larger scale.” 

“While marketed to out-of-region artists, Welcome 
to Cleveland Weekend generated a fair amount of 
interest from artists in greater Cleveland, too. We 
definitely found an appetite for this type of deep-dive 
event, not just nationally but locally.”

Artists were too

“Welcome to Cleveland was a brilliant idea … I 
would keep doing these tours to continue to entice 
people to come.”

“After this weekend and seeing the investment and 
support for the Collinwood neighborhood, I’m certain 
we’re going to go forward with buying a property 
and relocating there. So if your goal was to get 
people to relocate to the city, chalk up another two 
on your score board.”

Tonya Broach, Northeast Shores
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So if people truly appreciate Cleveland when they get to experience it in person, why do many 
people we talk to initially have negative impressions? Perhaps it is easier, or more self-serving, 
for people to rely on an outdated narrative of Cleveland than to take the time and energy to 
look at who we really are. Whatever the reason, we knew communicating a compelling story of 
Collinwood was going to be critical to our work. Even though CPAC and Northeast Shores are data-
driven organizations, we perceived that a technical explanation of Collinwood would be less than 
satisfactory

Collinwood is one of Cleveland’s larger 
neighborhoods, with 16,761 residents and 3,858 
families (about half of which have children living at 
home). The neighborhood is also culturally diverse; 
as of 2010, it is 67.9% African American and 29.3% 
Caucasian.

This example of information is statistically accurate. It helps to inform people about Collinwood. 
But as an introductory story, all that data might be distancing. Likewise, while it’s important to 
acknowledge neighborhood challenges, sounding pessimistic or apologetic achieves nothing either.

Vacant housing rates in Collinwood have increased 
considerably, from 7.7% in 1990 to 16.5% in 2010. But 
these high rates of vacancy provide the neighborhood 
with an opportunity.  Artists have shown that they’re 
willing to take a chance on the community, and vacant 
properties provide a way to give artists an affordable 
pathway to achieving homeownership. 

Again, this is statistically correct, and it’s important for people to understand the neighborhood 
environment. However, our experience suggests people are drawn here because Collinwood’s asset-
rich.  And fabricating a “fluffy” version of Collinwood’s assets is not productive.

Collinwood has more than 200 years of strong 
community and a unique approach to neighborhood 
living. Since the Beachland Ballroom opened and 
became the country’s top indie rock venue, the 
neighborhood has seen even more success.  Artists 
have flocked here, making it one of the nation’s most 
affordable and most desirable creative communities. 

Collinwood does have strong community, the Beachland Ballroom is a nationally renowned music 
venue and artists are relocating here. The neighborhood has plenty of merit that we didn’t have to 
exaggerate it.

Welcome to Cleveland Tour

Welcome to Cleveland Tour

Artists creating Wheels on Waterloo
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Instead, our approach tends to read more like this

Collinwood has always been industrious. 
From its lakefront vineyards to its rail 
yards, the people of Collinwood have 
always known how to create something of 
worth. It’s still true today. We’re building a 
community that welcomes artists and helps 
them financially, and artists are engaged 
in making the neighborhood even better. 
Together, Collinwood is building a bold new 
vision for how community can work together 
to build something amazing.

The importance of communicating to people a sense of Collinwood’s unique history and its 
emerging opportunities, acknowledging both its strengths and challenges,  conveys this is a place 
where personal initiative can and does make a difference. It shares that individuals can help shape the 
neighborhood’s future and highlights that Collinwood truly values the contributions that artists make. 

There’s no magic formula to this. Telling the story of your community will depend on its particular 
history, assets, liabilities and the types of support available for its revitalization. Our emphasis on 
telling an honest and compelling story has helped gradually shift Cleveland’s image from punch line to 
front line. 

Waterloohello from

Waterloo postcard mailed nationally
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know what you want 
to know
learn it - and then share it

You’ve probably realized by now that CPAC and Northeast Shores place a strong emphasis on 
research, and that’s no accident. 

While our work is influenced by staff members’ practical experience, it’s also informed by evidence. 
We operate from the belief that creative placemaking is an experiment – it’s an opportunity to test 
how the arts can play a role in neighborhood revitalization. Often this is manifested in ways that 
haven’t been attempted in the past.  And if creative placemaking is an experiment, it means most 
questions that emerge can be a research opportunity.

Consider the following two thoughts from artists we’ve worked with

“I like art as much as the next guy, but is it really going to improve working 
people’s conditions?”

“Make the grants focus towards artists … under 35. There is something special 
about young artists; their inexperience [helps] them realize how much potential 
they actually have.” 

These types of value statements could be reframed as questions and studied

Possible research question: Does art improve working people’s conditions? 
Possible research approach: Define “working people”. Survey neighborhood 
stakeholders about their perceptions’ of art’s impact on working people’s 
conditions. Track neighborhood-level changes in unemployment rates, median 
household income and median home values. Select a cohort of residents and, 
over a period of years, track how their conditions change and how much they 
attribute that change to arts investments in their community.

Possible research question: Do art programs led by artists under 35 have greater 
impact than those led by artists 35 or over?
Possible research approach: Compare community art project interest among 
artists of different age groups. Compare participation numbers of projects led by 
younger artists to those of older artists. Survey project participants regarding their 
satisfaction and perceived impact of participation and compare among projects 
led by younger artists and older artists.
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Instead of blindly accepting value statements, these beliefs can, and should, be tested. While research 
and analysis might not be 100% conclusive; it leads to more informed decisions and can aid in 
articulating how and why an approach is important or not. 

A particularly useful protocol has been community surveying. Through the annual Picturing Collinwood 
survey of neighborhood stakeholders, we garnered a better sense of Collinwood resident priorities 
and tracked their changing perceptions of the neighborhood. This was helpful because some 
traditional forms of neighborhood data are only available biannually or even every decade. Other 
data wasn’t really being pursued at all in the absence of our surveys. For instance who’s collecting 
data about whether a neighborhood is maintaining its authenticity or measures the level of 
community spirit?

This type of research was very important to our efforts. It helped gauge how well artists and 
non-artists in Collinwood were being served. This work comes with limitations. Because just 
about anything can be measured with enough time and resources, the possibilities can be a bit 
overwhelming. We concentrated on what questions were most important and committed to those 
as research imperatives. This was particularly useful in reducing “survey fatigue.”  Through the 
Picturing Collinwood survey, we’ve learned it is difficult to keep people motivated to respond annually. 
We kept the surveys as short and simple as possible to encourage responses. Randomly selecting a 
few respondents to receive a gift certificate to a neighborhood business was helpful. There’s a real 
appetite, particularly among residents, to see the results of the survey. Sharing what is ascertained 
helps communicate value to the participants. 

The other issue with neighborhood-level surveying is the number of respondents tends to be 
small. This means increases and decreases from year to year might not be statistically significant.  
As an example, do different numbers represent real changes in perceptions or are small variations 
occurring for other reasons? We were always careful not to read too much into the data; treating 
small survey findings as possible trends, not as overall community conclusions. 

Even with the inherent limitations, research is still essential. Experiments aren’t always conclusive; 
however they do present learning opportunities – and that learning produces genuine and lasting 
change. 

Thank you for taking this survey about your experiences in North Collinwood. Your responses will help us to make the 
neighborhood an even better place to live, work and visit.  
 
We'd like to know what you think about the North Collinwood neighborhood, but first, 
please check any of the following that apply. 

If you live in North Collinwood, tell us how much you agree with the following statements. 
If you don't live here, you can skip this question.  

We'd like you to tell us what you think about the neighborhood's personality and 
character. For each of the following statements, please tell us whether you agree or 
disagree.  

 
1. What I Think About Collinwood

Strongly disagree Disagree
Neither agree or 

disagree / Not sure
Agree Strongly agree

I am very satisfied with my 
current housing situation.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

I think it's very likely that I'll 
still be living in the 
neighborhood 5 years from 
now.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

I know my neighbors really 
well.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Strongly disagree Disagree
Neither agree or 

disagree / Not sure
Agree Strongly agree

The neighborhood is 
authentic.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

The neighborhood is 
unique.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

The neighborhood is 
creative and artistic.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

The neighborhood is 
culturally diverse.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

There's a strong sense of 
community spirit in the 
neighborhood.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

I am proud of the 
neighborhood.

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

I live in North Collinwood.
 

gfedc

I work parttime (30 hours or fewer) in North Collinwood.
 

gfedc

I work fulltime (31 hours or more) in North Collinwood.
 

gfedc

I do not live or work in North Collinwood, but I visit the neighborhood frequently.
 

gfedc

I am not very familiar with North Collinwood.
 

gfedc

Picturing Collinwood Survey, Page 1
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by the numbers
Where All Groups Seem to Agree

The Picturing Collinwood survey has been a great tool for Northeast Shores and CPAC, particularly when 
comparing how attitudes are shifting among different groups: artists versus non-artists; residents versus 
non-residents; those living in the neighborhood’s two zip codes; those that are very involved versus 
those that feel less involved. Information collected in 2011, 2012 and 2013 show perceptions of the 
neighborhood are mostly changing for the better with some important variations. The biggest drop has 
been among artists reporting attendance at three or more art events in Collinwood in the past year 
(65.7% in 2011 to 31.0% in 2013). The biggest gain has been among non-residents reporting they are 
proud of Collinwood (44.9% to 72.8%). 

Learning how groups differ in their perceptions is important and so is discovering where there’s broad 
agreement. Picturing Collinwood revealed what neighborhood indicators had positive increases of 15% 
or more between 2011 and 2013 – and where all 8 groups that were followed resulted in positive 
movement.

Collinwood Photo Project; photo by Timothy Davis
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 2011 2013 Percentage Change
Neighborhood Pride 
Total % of respondents that  
agreed with the statement “I am
proud of the neighborhood.”  58.2% 77.2% +19.0%

Artists 55.9% 71.1% 15.2%
Non-Artists 69.5% 84.3% 14.8%
Residents 65.6% 80.0% 14.4% 
Non-Residents 44.9% 72.8% 27.9%
44110 Residents 61.2% 82.7% 21.5%
44119 Residents 73.7% 78.6% 4.9%
Very Involved 79.0% 93.9% 14.9%
Not Very Involved 47.7% 50.1% 2.4%

            
Recreation and Parks
Total % of respondents that  
agreed with the statement “The 
neighborhood has good access to
recreation and parks.”  75.9% 91.1% +15.2%

Artists 76.5% 85.4% 8.9%
Non-Artists 81.5% 96.6% 15.1%
Residents 83.6% 97.5% 13.9%
Non-Residents 61.1% 80.0% 18.9%
44110 Residents 83.6% 96.5% 12.9%
44119 Residents 86.9% 98.3% 11.4%
Very Involved 89.7% 91.8% 2.1%
Not Very Involved 69.6% 84.4% 14.8%

Good Housing Options
Total % of respondents that  
agreed with the statement “The 
neighborhood has a lot of housing
options.”  56.8% 71.9% +15.1%

Artists 55.8% 68.9% 13.1%
Non-Artists 62.9% 76.1% 13.2%
Residents 66.7% 75.8% 9.1%
Non-Residents 37.5% 64.3% 26.8%
44110 Residents 60.3% 67.2% 6.9%
44119 Residents 77.1% 83.9% 6.8%
Very Involved 79.5% 79.6% 0.1%
Not Very Involved 52.2% 65.6% 13.4%

Change for the Better
Total % of respondents that 
agreed with the statement “North
Collinwood is changing for the better.”  53.8% 71.2% +17.4%

Artists 55.8% 78.9% 23.1%
Non-Artists 50.0% 62.5% 12.5%
Residents 43.5% 55.8% 12.3%
Non-Residents 71.9% 95.7% 23.8%
44110 Residents 58.8% 77.2% 18.4%
44119 Residents 29.5% 35.7% 6.2%
Very Involved 64.1% 87.8% 23.7%
Not Very Involved 51.1% 75.0% 23.9%
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where we go from here
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Creative placemaking is a journey, not a destination. 

Our communities have been shaped by years of history and they will be shaped by countless years 
of future exploration, innovation, hurdles and victories.  A place will retain a certain something, while 
still being subject to perpetual change – that’s what makes virtually every community important, 
unique and worthy of investment.

The roles of CPAC and Northeast Shores in creative placemaking will likely evolve too. Our 
organizations will adapt to changing circumstances, but that doesn’t diminish our commitment to the 
goal of improving the well-being of our community and its artists.

CPAC will continue to look for ways to strengthen greater Cleveland’s arts and culture sector. 2014 
will be a year that CPAC tackle’s greater civic engagement of the arts and culture sector, measures 
the economic values of the craft, design and visual arts sector and explores the intersections 
between Cleveland’s arts and culture and health and human services assets.

Northeast Shores will continue to look for ways to strengthen the Collinwood neighborhood, and 
artists will continue to factor large in that effort. Thanks to generous support from The Kresge 
Foundation, Northeast Shores is already beginning to fund community art projects that drive 
visitation to the arts district during streetscape construction. 2014 will be the year that Northeast 
Shores scales up its efforts to provide artists with live/work rental opportunities and to engage the 
neighborhood in participatory budgeting. This effort will give residents and business owners a more 
direct voice in how neighborhood arts investments are made.

Collinwood itself will continue to grow and physically change. Next year, the bulldozers will be gone, 
and in their place, new benches, public art, lighting and greenery will appear. But that doesn’t mean 
construction won’t be occurring; it will just be the ongoing construction of a creative community. 
New artists will arrive, new businesses will open, new community projects will launch. The future will 
continue to write itself, with hundreds of stakeholders together creating the story.

Already, artists have ideas for what should come next that includes funding for sustainable retrofitting 
of housing; more lease-own options; and grants to artists to make property improvements. 

And artists have ideas for you and your community, too

“Look to these programs for inspiration, and stick with what works. If there is 
anything that they feel the need to change, they need to really examine why. This 
system works, and works well.”
“I would tell other communities that this collaboration is a positive win for 
everybody, the artist, the community and the city. I think it is imperative to have 
art related communities for the future development of that neighborhood.” 

And one of our absolute favorite suggestions

“Don’t be discouraged. Don’t believe your own hype either. It will take hard work 
and determination but you will succeed.”

We couldn’t agree more. There’s success in the trying. This is what we believe. This is what we’ve 
experienced.  And if your experiences are one-tenth as rewarding and meaningful as ours have been 
with Artists in Residence and Collinwood Rising, we think you’ll be very glad you tried. 
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www.myCreativeCompass.org www.WelcometoCollinwood.com

CPAC
www.cultureforward.org

Northeast Shores
www.northeastshores.org

Creative Compass Welcome to Collinwood

artist services

Follow ongoing work with CPAC and 

Northeast Shores at the following websites.
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lessons learned
an abbreviated list

Planning

1. Know what makes your community strong – then make it even stronger

2. Take time with planning – and make sure to plan for success

3. It takes funding – but not always as much as you think

4. Artists are valuable – and should be valued – but they aren’t a silver bullet

Management

5. This is going to take time and energy

6. Prioritize your goals

7. Make time to build meaningful relationships

Implementation

8. Start small – but build for the big

9. Be flexible and adaptable – and acknowledge when things aren’t working

10. One size does not fit all

11. Increase people’s appetite to get involved – then leave plenty of room for creativity

Communication

12. Make communication a priority

13. Know your audience

14. Tell a compelling story

Research

15. Know what you want to know, learn it – and then share it
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www.northeastshores.org   

phone: 216.481.7660

317 East 156th Street 
Cleveland, OH 44110  

www.cultureforward.org

phone: 216.575.0331

1900 Superior Avenue, Suite 130 
Cleveland, OH 44114


